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TSARTLIP SCHOOL RAZED BY SATURDAY FIRE.
A 2 a.Ill fire Saturday which 
swept through the one-storey 
Fsartlip Indian Reserve school 
on C entral Saanich causing an 
estimated S150,00() damage 
may liave been deliberately set, 
according to Sidney RCMP.
A police spokesman said 
Tuesday that a fire marshall 
sent to the scene from Van­
couver is to investigate the 
cause ol' the blaze found 
evidence pointing to arson. No 
other details were released.
No one was injured in the 
lire which Central Saanich 
firemen battled for close to 
two hours before bringing 
under control.
Saanich Indian School 
Hoard administrator Marie
Cooper admitted tliat while the 
bla/e may be a blessing in 
ilisguise it ma\’ also be more of 
a disaster that it at first ap- 
pea red.
I he 26-year-old, three room 
building which was totallv
Ki/eil Satui'day morning was to 
luivc been replaced in the near 
liiiiire, she said, and 
negotiations with the federal 
govcnnnent lor its re]ilaeement 
Inid tilretuly begun four 
months aeo.
While the school must now 
be replaced sooner tlnm at first 
expected it also means that the 
structure may have to be 
const meted hurriedly and 
without the extensive time for 
planning originally available.
LENGTHY HEARING ATTRACTS 225 TO AIR VIEWS
Mayor Says Amendments To By-law Are Possible If Not Inevitable
by DONNA VALLIERES
The long-raging controversy 
concerning the proposed North 
Saanich By-law 194 culminated 
in a lengthy public hearing 
Monday night at the Legion 
Hall on Mills Cross Road.
Many came to the meeting 
simply to be counted in 
support or opposition, some 
came to offer well-thought out 
suggestions, a few came to test 
their oratory skills, but all of 
the more than 225 people there 
had one thing in common - 
apprehension over the future 
of land in the municipality.
The formal hearing.
required by law before the 
adoption of a by-law, was an 
opportunity for residents to 
voice their opinions on the by­
law which would affect zoning 
and alter minimum subdivision 
requirements for a large 
portion of North Saanich.
Prior to Monday evening, 
there have been a number of 
informal public information 
meetings and sessions on the 
proposed by-law and which 
council has utilized already to 
make minor amendments. May 
Paul Grieve has stressed the 
by-law as it stands is not a 
“fait accompli’’.
Modifications arc possible, 
probable and no doubt 
inevitable,” he assured 
spectators in his opening 
remarks at this week’s 
meeting.
The 37-pagc by-law was 
drafted to rc.solve many of the 
conflicts over land use from 
which the district has suffered 
in the past according to a 
circulated brief.
One of the main purposes of 
the proposal has been the 
consolidation of all existing 
zoning by-laws under By-law 
12, the original zoning 




Brief Focusses On Peninsula Bulk Water Supply
By (IRANI A LITVVIN
111 a brief read lo Ceiilrttl 
Saanich council Monday night 
fiinners charged that “there 
tire iieople in government in 
this area who do not believe 
iliiil agrienitnre on the Saanich 
Peninsula is of economic 
imporlaiiee.’’
“We have been told thal 
iheie tire some politicians and 
people in govenniient who feel 
ihal iigrieulliire in this area is 
not a viable iiulnslry,’’ read 
the bi ief preseiiled by members 
of the Sonlh Saiinieh Tanners
Insiiiiire.
Copies of the eight-page 
brief, written by itistitnte 
Iiresident Richartl T'att, will be 
sent to Donald Mitiiro, MP, 
numieiptil affairs niitiister 
Hugh C'nrtis, agrienitnre 
minister liotiald Philips, 
labour minister Allan Williams 
iitul enviroinnetit tninister .litn 
Nielson.
The brief poittled out thal 
farmers tire dismayed when 
Iieople ask why Saanich 
Peninsula should remain an 
agrienlitiral tirea when farm
liroduee from other eoniilries 
is as good and as cheap.
Oil used lo be |ilenlifnl, 
rectillcd Tall, “C'ompelition 
kept the price'down and it was 
ii mad race to see who could 
fiiul new ways lo consninc 
oil . . , then ctime the 
reckoning,’’
“Surely our polilieians tmd 
goverinneni people realize that 
fiirin protince prices when they 
ate shipped in from other 
conniries are kept low so ihtil 
they eaii complete with or beat 
('(itiliiuii'il on Page 2
Look!
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Implementation of the 
Regional Plan, the objectives 
of which arc to contain growth 
in the area, was used as 
justification for extension of 
the area zoned rural with an 
i n e r c a s e d s u b d i v i s i o n 
minimum of seven acres.
Lots formerly zoned 
Residential A and B would be 
amalgamated under the 
proposed by-law with new 
density dependant on water 
and there would be restrictions 
on old subdivisons being used 
to full density.
There arc tilso provisions in 
the proposed by-law for a 
comiirehensive zone to ac­
commodate a develo|inienl in 
the Detui Park area.
T'inally, there are clo.se 
definitions of commercial and 
light industrial and marina 
zonings,
'The four hour meeting 
remained an orderly assembly, 
with Mayor Grieve tieniaridiiig 
strict tidherenee lo the rules for 
lirocedure disiribnied there. 
The few spontimeous oiilbiirsts 
Ihal detered from the stiff, 
formal atmosphere were 
(inickly stpielched by llie 
violent smashing of the 
imiyor’s gtivel.
“There will be no clapping, 
fool stamping or cheering,,’’ 
Mayor Grieve ordered, 
Ihrealening to clear the hall.
Of the approximately 70 
people who spoke briefly or at 
leng,lli, the consensus was 
about 40-.T0 against by the 
close of the ineeiing despite 
early protestations by Aid.
George W'estwood, proponent 
of the “vested rights’’ of the 
small land holder.
Aid. Westwood implied 
there was a conspiracy in­
volved in placing vocal sup­
porters of the by-law 
strategically near the front 
rows where they could be the 
first among the crowd lo be 
heard, but soon it became 
apparent supporters and 
opponents were gelling etpial 
lime.
issues in the proposed by-law is 
the increased subdivision 
mininmm from two ticres lo 
seven ticres in an extended
rural zone. The rural zone will 
encompass the Agricultural 
Land Reserve as well as most 
of the northern and southern 
sections of the
m u n i c i p a 1 i t y . C o ti n c i r s 
justification for this move is to 
prc.servc the rural nature of 
North Saanich, control 
premature development, and 
keep within the guidelines of 
the C’apital Regional Plan.
Although some members of 
the audience agreed with 
council, a few even advocating 
a 10 acre minimum, others 
countered with resistance.
Continued on Page 2 !
REFERENDUM SET 
ON REC COMPLEX
('(mimillee of Sidney 
eouiicil agreed lo the proposed 
September 1 1 referendum dale 
for deciding the fate of the bi- 
nnmicipal recreation complex 
(hiring Monday’s meeling.
Debate centered aroniul 
holding, the refcienduin the 
same lime tis regular mimiciiral 
elections November 17.
Mayor I’cler Mtilcolm said 
the November 17 dale was 
rejeelcd because if the 
referendum passes the 
foimdalion will be cheaper lo 
build in the fall than in the 
winter which will retliice the 
total cost of the building,.
Malcolm said council didn’t 
want to make the recreation 
eoinplex an election issue 
because comicillors worked to
bring the project lo fruition,
I le also said council wants 
the issue lo go before the 
public before summer draws lo 
a close tmd people slop 
thinking about a recreation 
complex.
Mayor Malcolm said a 
contractor for the proposed 
facility will be announced 
within the next two weeks, 
“Before a recreation 
complex can be put lo the 
iniblic, the name of the 
contractor, size, place and cost 
of the facility has lo be 
known,” he said.
I’roposiils lo dale include ti 
25 met re irool, regular size ice 
rink, pins wading and swirl 
pools. The plan also ctills for 
Cnnllnned on Pnge 2
Other po.ssible alternatives 
tire moving into portable 
trailers for the fall term, she 
said, or else renting space 
elsewhere.
1 he latter is the least 
desirtible choice, according to 
the administrator who ex- 
pkiined that this would entail 
transportation for the 
students.
‘‘This would not be 
positively looked upon by the 
people,” she emphasized. “li 
would not be their school and 
it would not be on their land.”
Ms. Cooper declined to say 
which alternative would be 
lavored by the district
suirerintendent whose offices 
are in Nanaimo.
Temporary plans for 
renovation of the building, 
which housed Grades 1 to 6 in 
three large rooms, were lo have 
included some minor struc­
tural changes this summer.
The 70 pupils affected by the 
lire have been dismissed fix^m 
school a week early, she said. 
T hey are missing no aeademie 
instruction as the last days 
were reserved for clean up 
duties.
Two other smaller, satellite 




Malcolm Says Council 
Pressure Is Alternative
by Jim Rodgers
Aid. Dave Hill of Central 
Saanich resigned as chairman 
of Saanich Peninsula Water 
Committee last Wednesday but 
is optimistic that peninsula 
w ater problems will be solved.
“Out of the meeting we 
agreed the committee meetings 
have a benefit and we have 
agreed to keep meeting,” he 
said.
Tiob Gibbs, secretary of the 
committee also resigned as 
North Saanich Aid. George 
Westwood and Sidney Water 
District representative Dan 
■lohnson were elected the new 
executive of the committee.
“Central Saanich council 
and myself are fully in support 
of new chairman George 
Westwood,” Hill said, and we 
will offer ourTulTco-operalion 
lo the committee because 
without full co-operation it 
will not work.
Hill said he resigned because 
of the conflicts of wearing two 
hats as chairman of the Central 
Saanich water committee plus 
chairman of the ad hoc 
peninsula water committee.
“I’m convinced 1 made the 
right move,” he said.
Chairman elect George , 
We.stwood says the committee 
will have to take immediate 
action lo obtain'watcr from the 
Greater Victoria Water 
District. The committee will 
pursue the avenues of 
provincial government and the 
regional district to get help, he 
said.
“One of our first priorities 
will be lo .sciul letters to water 
districts included in the 
eommitlee recommending thal 
permanent members are ap­
pointed so coherent 
representation can be heard, 
“In I lie past different people 
have repre.scnied the same 
water district and sometimes 
present divergent points of 
view, he said,
The committee will also be 
sending letters lo committee 
water districts asking thal may 
complaints, requests or 
submissions on water be 
directed through the peninsula 
water committee, Westwood 
added,
“We need a combined 
represenlatioii to the senior 
governments in order lo gel 
iielion,’’ hestiid,
Diive Hill said his 
resigntiiion would .serve the 
interest of gelling more water 
for the peninsula in thal his 
objectivity ns chairman was 
being (itieslioned,
‘ ‘ C 0 n s i 111 ti e n I s w e r e 
phoning find asking if I was 
repre.senling those who elected 
me or the needs of the 
peninsula walerboard,” he 
said.
Tlill explained that water 
needs of Central Saanich 
differ from the rest of the 
peninsula because of the high 
proportion of land in the 
Agricultural Land Reserve and 
the need for irrigation in the 
municipality.
“Our municipality needs 
water for domestic as well as 
farming purposes,” he said 
and the conflict is obvious.
Sidney Mayor Peter 
Malcolm .said Hill was simply 
ducking his responsibilities in 
resigning and displaying a 
reluctancic lo take Hack over a 
contentious issue.
Malcolm says that based 
on pa.st performance the 
committee won’t accomplish 
anything. “The committee 
hasn’t set out any guidelines 
and haven’t done, anything,?T 
he said.
Sensible things, like the 
peninsual water committee, 
will not work bccau.se of our 
total inability to work 
together, he said.
The alternative is for 
councils to continuously harass 
senior levels of government, 
Malcolm said, and Sidney and 
North Saanich council don’t 
go two weeks without .saying 
something.
Central Saanich Aid. and 
committee member Percy 
Lazarz said he was glad to sec 
the committee reaffirm its 
position to work for water on 
the peninsula.
“We had a good meeting, 
another is scheduled and we 
agreed that our objective is to 
supply bulk water to the 
peninsula on a regional basis.
Aid. Hill said a peninsula 
water study commissioned by 
Central Saanich and received 
in .lanuary says 22 million 
gallons ii day is needed for 
domestic and agricultural 
purposes on the peninsula.
Total supply from ground, 
lilk and Sooke l.ake resources
ConBiiiied on 2
DEEP COVE ROWING 
PATRON JOHN DAVIES IS 
SEEKIN(; EEMAI E CREW 
MEMBERS K) MAN IIIS 
PCI,LING BOAT ‘PUSSY’ 
IN HIE (JREAT ROWING 
RIWIEW JULY I.ST. OVER 
HIE LAST EEW YEARS HE 
HAS ENTERED ALL 
FEMALE CREW WITH 
VARYING DEGREES OF 
SUCCESS.
MR. DAVIES DENIED THE 
RUMOUR THAT THEY 
WOULD BE APPEARIN(J 
TOPLESS AS A GROUP 
BUT ADDED HE COULD 
NOT SPEAK FOR EACH 
( REW MEMBER. ANYONE 
IN TERES TED MAY RFjACH 
HIM AT 656-2302.
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PROBLEM IF FARMERS DON’T COMPETE
Continued from Page 1
our Canadian grown 
produce.”
“What do they think will 
happen to these prices if 
Canadian producers no no
longer compete in the 
market?” questioned the brief.
F'oeusing on the problem of 
bulk water supply on the 
peninsula Fatt called for a 
“workable share of the water
resources of this area.”
He outlined farmers’ views 
on the water situation as 
follows:
“We are totally opposed to 
further exploitation of our
Sidney Referendum And Parking
Continued from Page 1
an unfinished 6,000 square 
foot activity area which may be 
finished by Sidney and North 
Saanich Chamber of Com­
merce or by public donations.
Mayor Malcolm says an- 
alternative to the swimming 
pool may be a curling rink 
depending on the recreational 
plans of Central Saanich.
“If they decide to build a 
pool two miles from our 
proposed site we will consider 
the alternative,” he said.
“If this happens we would 
consider building an air 
support type pool further 
north on the peninsula,” he 
said.
In another item at Sidney 
committee of council an ad hoc 
committee was struck to 
examine parking problems in 
town.
Malcolm said parking is 
overcrowded now and in the 
future the situation can only 
get worse unless something is 
done now.
The ad hoc committee was 
formed in response to a Sidney 
and North Saanich Chamber 
of Commerce letter recom­
mending all diagonal parking 
on Beacon .A.venue between 
First and Fourth Streets be 
changed to parallel parking.
Chamber president Bill 
Rogers said this change would 
improve appearance and 
traffic flow along Beacon 
which was the result when the
same change was made to the 
portion of Beacon Avenue 
west of Fourth as far as the 
highway.
Subsequent to the letter Mr. 
Rogers said other things to 
take into consideration when
Resignation
Reason
Continued from Page 1
to date is just over 11 million 
gallons, he said.
Wc need water piped to the 
peninsula and supplied 
through the Victoria water 
board, said Hill.
Hill believes a change in 
chairmanship wall speed the 
process of getting senior levels 
of government working on 
peninsula water problems.
“1 can sense the enthusiasm 
of the new executive and 1 am 
still willing to work as hard as 
ever to make the committee 
work,” he said.
Another reason Hill gave for 
his resignation is the image of 
Central Saanich as water czaz 
of the peninsula which has 
been conjured in the public 
mind by media reports. “I 
can’t be chairman of a 
peninsula body with this type 
of image floating around,” he 
said.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Water Committee is made up 
of representatives from 
councils and water districts on 
the peninsula.
discussing the parking problem 
in Sidney is the installation of 
two new office buildings on 
Beacon and the over 400 
employees of the new' 
Oceanographic scheduled to 
open soon.
“These new facilities will 
certainly add to the congestion 
of traffic on Beacon and will 
worsen the bottle neck that 
already exists,” he said.
underground water sup­
ply . . . and ... feel that the 
existing and future water needs 
of this area cannot be met 
without additional water being 
brought to the Peninsula.”
Fatt said his group supports 
the need to join Greater 
Victoria Water Districts and 
feels a Water Authority Board 
is needed to deal with all bulk 
water supply needs. This board 
should have the power to 
“plan for and initiate new 
sources of water both for the 
present and future,” he said.
The report added that the 
agricultural community should 
be directly represented on such 
a board by a member of the 
South Saanich Farmers 
Institute.
These farmers, the brief
Silver Threads Honour 
Their Volunteers
John Dunbar, well known 
Scottish-Canadian baritone, 
entertained over 125 volunteers 
of the Sidney Silver Threads 
Service w’ith a concert of song 
and chatter which exhibited his 
fine voice and exhuberanl 
personality to perfection. The 
occasion was the Volunteer 
Appreciation Tea w’hich is held 
annually to honour all the 
people who, in one area or 
another, perform voluntary 
assistance to members and 
staff of the Senior Citizens’ 
Centre. Mr. Dunbar was 
accompanied by Jack Car­
michael on the piano and the 
entertainment w’as received 
with prolonged applause and a 
standing ovation.
On the tea tables which were 
decorated with miniature 
llow'cr arrangements, tea and 
strawberry shortcake were 
served to the volunteers.
Muriel Ackinclo.se, director 
of the Sidney branch, thanked 
them all on behalf of the 
members, herself, assistant 
director Mary Lehan, and Del 
Jackson, canteen manager of 
the centre. Over 180 people 
had helped throughout the past 
year in food, transportation 
and healtii services, sick 
i s i t i n g, telephone 
reassurance, income tax and 
renttil grant assistance, in­
structors of classes, conseners 
of games, programmes and 
bazaars, as well as those 
responsible for evening and 
weekend activities and leaders 
of entertainment groups, etc. 
liric Sherwood, member of
the Silver Threads board of 
directors, then added his praise 
of the work accomplished at 
the center and for the welfare 
of senior citizens of the area. 
In particular, he stressed the 
high level of efficiency and 
assistance in the food and 
health services obtainable at 
the centre, w'hich was only 
made possible by the many 
volunteers who helped with 
them.
On behalf of the volunteer 
corps, Les Waldron thanked 
the staff for arranging the 
enjoyable afternoon.
Arts And Crafts Show 
Open All Summer
by HELEN OLDFIELD
Arts and Crafts Show of 
local artists’ work w'ill be held 
at St. John’s Church, 10974 
West Saanich Road, Deep 
Cove, seven days a week from 
July 1st to August 31st, 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m.
St. John’s has been a 
community effort from its 
inception in 1954. In the 
previous year, at a public 
meeting called by the com­
munity club for the purpose of 
acquiring a building for social 
activities and youth work, the 
Rev. W. Buckingham, 
chairman of the Presbytery, 
was invited to express his 
views. He emphasized the fact 
that moral and spiritual values 
are fundamental in the life of 
the community and he gave the 
assurance that a building 
erected under the auspices of 
the United Church would be 
available for youth work 
during the week and for all 
appropriate social activities of 
the local residents. In view of 
this, the Community Club 
unanimously agreed to support 
the idea of a United Church 
Hall rather than a new 
Community Hall sponsored by 
the Club.
The United Church 
procured from the R.C.A.F. at 
Patricia Bay a building for­
merly used there as a chapel; 
the Roman Catholics using one 
end and the Protestants using 
the other for their services. The 
chapel was moved to Deep 
Cove and with the co­
operation of the Community 
Club and the local residents, it 











Enjoy unlimited CuHigan 
Water from every faucet, 
automatically, (deal for 
drinking, cooking. Soft, 
too, for laundry, bathing, 
all uses. WATH« torreNCR*riU7 CRS
wrUL WATER TREATMENT
If you are Building 
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY CANADA!
present site boasting a well- 
equipped basement. It was 
home to the C.G.I.T., the 
Brownies, Cubs, Scouts, 
Guides, Community Club and 
P.T.A. All happily enjoying 
the same facilities at appointed 
times.
However, times have 
changed and the original youth 
club groups have gravitated 
more to outdoor activities with 
larger facilites - and, as arts 
and crafts have increased in 
importance and popularity - 
the hall is, again, a very' busy 
centre.
As there will be no church 
services during the months of 
July and August while Rev. 
Hori Pratt is on his well-earned 
vacation, the display of arts 
and crafts can be permanantly 
set up. The doors will be open 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
Monday, June 28th to receive 
exhibits. Any artist or han­
dicraft w'orker may display 
their work and we will expect 
to see some new exhibitors w'ho 
have never had a chance to 
display their talents in public 
before; as well as the well- 
known exhibitors who have 
given our peninsula such a 
wonderful reputation in the 
Field of arts.
The ladies of St. John’s 
Church with the assistance of 
some of the local artists w'ill be 
waiting to show you the 
exhibits.
claimed, were directly 
responsible for the
organization of the water 
distribution system of Central 
Saanich.
The system was largely
“installed and paid for by the 
farmers and should continue to 
furnish them water at rates
which allow' them to be
competitive.”
As a w'orkable suggestion to 
ease the tense water situation 
the brief proposed immediate 
construction of w'ater storage 
units on farms.
But this is a costly item and 
should be built with financial 
assistance from senior 
governments, he said. Further 
to this, tax concessions should 
be provided for any land used 
for water storage.
The brief also recommended 
that farmers should be allowed 
to purchase water from the 
Sooke storage areas during low 
demand periods when millions 
of gallons of surplus w'ater are 
dumped over reservoirs into 
the sea — and also during 
winter months for recharging 
underground water reserves.
The brief noted that 
“drillers in this area are very’ 
busy and are drilling new' w'ells 
every week.
“Information such as this is 
disturbing,” said Fatt, “as it 
illustrates the fact that our 
underground water supplies 
are under increasing pressure 
and it is imperative that new' 
water sources be brought into 
this area as soon as possible.”
The report, which is the 
result of five months study, 
concluded that its purpose is 
not to criticize but to assist 
council.
People Need Place To Live
Continued from Page 1
stating that the restrictions 
would deprive residents of the 
right to subdivide and prevent 
others from coming into the 
municipality.
One speaker stated that the 
attitude of “I’m here, 1 like it 
here, and I don’t want it to 
change” is unfair.
Another person objected to 
the CRD interference in 
municipal planning. “There is 
no reason why we should 
provide greenbelts for the 
benefit of other
municipalities,” he said.
The other major area of 
dispute affecting residents is 
the consolidation of the 
residential districts with 
subdivision minimums 
dependent on water.
If a property is connected to 
the community water line, 
subdivision can be half-acre, 
but in cases where the property 
must use a well, the parcel can 
only be subdivided into three 
quarter acre lots.
There was much concern 
about land taxes as a result of 
the changes in zoning. Aid. 
George Cumpston suggested 
the possibility that market 
value will go down on rural 
zoned lands, while residential 
would go up. Were this the 
case, the taxes on residential 
land could drastically increase.
It was also suggested, 
however, from a member of 
the supporting side, that taxes 
would increase with a higher 
population density, the 
probable result of low sub­
division minimums.
Many called attention to the
“restrictive nature” of the 
proposed by-law, referring to 
it as “excessively arbitrary,” 
and asked for more flexibility.
The by-law as it stands has 
detailed requirements for uses 
permited, buildings and 
structures permited on the land 
and where they can be placed 
on the property and how many 
allowed.
The by-law would also make 
it difficult to build on small 
parcels of land.
One of the more quotable 
speakers of the evening, a 
resident-who made no claim to 
gaining losing as a result from 
the by-law, reminded council: 
“In all our deliberations, we 
have forgotten that many, 
many people need a place to 
live.”
Council will resume 
discussion on the proposed By­
law 194 at upcoming council 




Check our prices 
before you buy or sell anything
— USED 1 IJKNU UKE — T.V.’S APPLIANCES — 
TOOLS — WHAT HAVE YOU
FOR PROMPT FREE ESTIMATES PHONE 652-1711
ART GALLERIES
INTERNA TIONAL and 
CA NA DIA NAR TISTS
OPEN HOUSE
JUNE 27th, 12-7:00 P.M.
9182 EAST SAANICH RD. 
SIDNEY, 656-1822




8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
JULY 1st, 1976
It is thought your faithful .support, enables us to continue with projects such as B.C. Crippled 
& Handicapped Fund, Our Student Bursarys, Local Parks Improvements, and others.




Built like the big ones, rugged 
and flexible for easy operation
DAVE'S CHEVRON SERVICE
Every Home Should Have A Little Butler In It.
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Kapduva Sails Another Year WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
By Joshua Pcriinuttcr
Wlicn Sidney marina owner 
Steve Diekinson came down 
with pneumonia a few years 
back lie had little idea that it 
would dramatically change the 
luture of his life.
“Lying there in bed 1 had 
some lime to think,” he told 
The Review this week, “And 1 
realty got to thinking when Bill 
Ciarden dropped by to visit me 
and showed me plans of a new 
boat he had designed.”
This visit culminated in 
Diekinson ordering a set of 
plans lor Ciarden’s ‘Porpoise’, 
a 42 loot sailing vessel of 
immense eharaetcr but which 
Still ol Tered modern day sailing 
(lualities and full room below 
deck.
• “His plans were a real treat 
to work with,” said Steve. “1 
took them over to Hong Kong 
and stayed there while she was 
being built. The labor was a lot 
less expensive then and you 
had excellent materials but it 
was essential to be on the spot 
while she was being built.”
“1 think the worst task in 
building her was deciding what 
name to call her ... in the end 
we chose the name ‘Kap­
duva”’.
The name stems from the 
Swedish tradition of giving 
special names to those sailors 
who had rounded Cape 
Horn under sail, a feat which 
Steve Diekinson accomplished 
while sailing before the mast in 
a square rigger.
He was 18 years old at the 
time.
“l .was one of the youngest 
on board that ship,” Steve told 
The Review, “So they called 
me a Kapduva, or Cape 
Pigeon.”
hollowing this experience 
Diekinson joined the famed 
Royal National Lifeboat 
Institute of England. It was 
whilst serving with, this 
organization that he gained 
much experience in the way of 
small boat handling, often 
under the most adverse of 
conditions.
Perhaps because of this he 
has an immense respect for the 
sea, especially the waters off 
Cape Horn.
“1 know that quite a few 
small vessels have gone round 
Cape but to my way of 
thinking the Horn lets them go 
by. Down there you can reach 
survival conditions in very 
short order and 1 have a strong 
suspicion that one gets through 
such storms more by good luck 
than good management.
; .Steve and his wife Esther set 
sail from Hong Kong when 
KAPDUVA was launched 
in the Spring of 1973.
They departed two weeks 
ahead of the beginning of the 
typhoon season. Back in 
Sidney their son Alan, also a 
proficient seaman, took over 
the running of his parent’s 
business. Van Isle Marina.
Mhe couple set course for 
Singapore then stood on 
around the world, their 
ultimate destination being 
Sidney B.C. To date KAP­
DUVA is lying in the West 
Indies.
In the interval she has sailed
trades which sweep toward the 
Seychelles Islands.
‘‘We have made more 
friends on this voyage than we 
ever did in previous business 
years,” stiid Steve, during a 
brief visist back to Sidney this 
week. “We are really enjoying 
ourselves. The boat too has 
really lived up lo our ex­
pectations.”
On departing the Seychelles 
Islands KAPDUVA .sailed
South for the Northern tip of 
Madagasciir and there en­
countered strong winds, 
blowing at times up to force 
nine or more.
I'ollowing several other 
ports of call, KAPDUVA 
sailed around the Cape of 
Ciood Hope and thence on to 
E.ngland.
Having cro!jscd the Atlantic 
in the handy time of 27 days 
Kapduva is now at rest in the
West Indies, awaiting the 
return of her skipper. It will be 
at least another year before 
she puts into Sidney and tics up 
lo a family welcome at Van Isle 
M arina.
However, the time clement 
doesn’t appear to be worrying 
Steve Dickinson ... “this is a 
wonderful experience and 
besides I’m finding this 





WALLACE DRIVE & W. SAANICH RD.
PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., FRI., SAT. & SUN., JUNE 24 thru 27th
1 MEATS
1 Chuck Steak Round Steak Round Steak
1 GR. A BEEF GR. A BEEF ^ Roast
1 BONE IN $159 GR. A. BEEF ^ | §0
1 LB./ ^ LB. & LB. 1,
Wieners Pork Cutlets Sirloin Tip
1 BURNS ALL BEEF Roast
1 or REG. BREADED $ | 20 GR. A BEEF $ "I 59
1 I’s LB. / ^ LB. Ja LB. Jb
COUNTRY FRESH PRODUCE
V*, .J, S*, :
Kapduva Under Sail
i
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Bay /'7‘^
Vancouver Island '
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
STEVE DICKINSON
through pirate infested waters, 
beeti set alight with St. Elmo’s 
fire during a thunderstorm in 
the Sunda Strait, come upon 
such dratnatic landfalls as 
Cocus Keelitig where the first 
tilings visible are the coconut 
trees cotnitig up over the 
horizon atid ritti days at a 
stretch before the Soitth E.ast
Reservations 652-2413
JUNE SPECIAL
FRESH FRUIT COCKTAIL 
SALAD BAR
STEAK and Whole Baby Atlantic LOBSTER
FRESH VEGETABLES AND SMALL ROAST POTATOES





4■ lien Cornwell had an iti- 
tefestitig report for TOPS 
Chapter No. 980 at their 
meelitig oti Motulay, .Uttie 
I4lh, of the 1 ntertiatioti 
Reeognitioti Days held at 
Anaheitn, Califortiia, .Ititic4th 
aiul .Slh. The Bretitwood groitii 
was represetUed by Ellen and 
by Lea King. 227,000 poittuls 
had beeti lost duritig the year 
by Catiatliati tiiciiibers atid a 
grand total of over two tiiillioti 
poittuls liatl been lost joitilly by 
Canadian and American 
nieniher.s.
(,)ueeti of the Month for the 
Brentwood Chapter is Leslie 
Slimiika. A KOPS elitirm was 
won by Idlen Cornwell.
A new incentive for 
members is lo be a fruit bowl 
for llie best TOPS member’s 
loss and for the best KOPS 
member’s loss, members to 
bring ii piece of furit to each 
meeting.
TOPS 980 meets in the 
basement Lif the Brentwootl
United Cliiireh each Monday 
at 7:.V), and new members are 
iilways welcome.
SUNDAY BRUNCH
EVERY SUNDAY 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.










June 30, 8:30 P.M. - 2:00 A.AA.
ADMISSION *4.00 PER PERSON
"GRAND SLAM” & 
"WOODSHED” with Norm Watson
Tickets available at the following Businesses: 
Fredrick's Shoes — Dave's Chevron 
Queen's Payless — Beacon Barber 
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1 32 OZ. U ^
Arctic Power
GIANT SIZE ^ ^ 2g
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Crisco Oil
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Different Approaches
A community youth group which arose out of the 
enthusiasm of a Physical Education graduate from 
Dalhousie University .and the keen interest and 
volunteer efforts of about 25 active teenagers appears 
to be going down the drain.
And it is not because the young members, ranging 
in age between 14 and 19 years old, have lost interest. 
In fact the reverse is true judging from the fact that 
their numbers have swelled to more than 70 to date.
And it is not because Brentwood Youth Group 
leader Ken MacKenzie has decided not to follow 
through on the productive program which he initiated 
last November through the aid of a federal grant.
The reason for the collapse of the group traces 
back to Central Saanich council’s recent decision to 
withdraw from the tri-municipal recreation program.
MacKenzie, who became an employee of the 
I cninsula Recreation Commission following his huge 
success with the Brentwood youth group, was not 
retained by Central Saanich after its decision to go-it- 
alone on recreation.
Instead, his place was filled by Wolfgang Fischer 
whose approach to recreation does not fully mesh 
with that of MacKenzie.
Examples are many, but specific differences in the 
approach of the two youth directors centres mainly 
around the youth centre itself.
When the group was in its embryo stages last 
winter the youngsters held meetings three times 
weekly in the basement of Brentwood Community 
Hall.
They painted the floor, threw out a giant pile of 
refuse, conducted a bottle drive to raise funds and 
obtained a few cast off couches and chairs to sit on.
The centre was run along the lines of a drop-in 
house where kids could arrive during the evening, 
after 6:30 p.m., arid play outside or sit inside.
According to various observers, the new director or 
someone in his place opens the door of the centre at 
6:30 precisely and leaves if no one is there at that 
time.
Anyone arriving at the centre at 7 p.m. or after 
dinner often finds the centre locked — thus defeating 
the main purpose of youth group which cannot grow 
and expand without a meeting place which is always 
open at set times.
This approach has met with opposition from the 
young members but unless Central Saanich council 
changes its policy on the matter, that is the way it will 
continue.
Other complaints cited by those who would like to 
use the centre are that funds were promised which 
were to be used for such purchases as a stereo radio 
for the centre and sports equipment such as a softball 
and soccer ball.
The only purchase made by the new director so far 
is a fancy broom, used to keep the centre in prime 
order.
Letters To The Editor
iqiilor. The Review, Sir;
On hcluiir of Sidney Silver 
riireads members and .staff, I 
would like to thank you for 
your help during the past 
season.
Were it not for the publicity 
you five our programmes and 
special events, many senior 
cili/.ens would never know of 
the services and entertainment 
we provide.
Your cooperation in aiding 
us to eater to this age group is 
ileeply apineeialed and makes 
our .job just that much easier.
Sincerely,
Muriel M. Aekiuelose [Mrs,] 
Dircclor/Coiiiisellor.
Kdilor, The Review, Sir:
The public liearings held by 
the North Saanich Council on 
the proposed bylaw 194 .serve a 
useful purpose, btit may also 
lead to a very incorrect in­
terpretation of the pitblic 
.sentiment,
Mo.st of those attending 
were under the impression that 
Ihe hearing was for the pur­
pose of hearing objections or 
suggestions for ameiulments, 
and Ihe great majority of those 
who fiivor the by-law in its 
preseni form therefore did not 
see (he need to speak. The 
ohjeeiors did speak wilhoui 
fail.
Unfortunately, as often 
happens, the hearing .started to 
degenerate into a head count, 
in which a tally was kept of 
(hose speaking in favour versus 
those againsl. One itopes that 
the Cuuiieil members will not 
make tlie mistake of in­
terpreting the non-speakers as 
being (lisinteresterl, and of 
basing its dccisons on titc 
number of speakeers pro and 
con.
Your very truly, 
Hiirhnni lliiller 
%60 Ardmore Drive 
R.R.//2 Sidney
I
Isditor, The Review, Sir;
band of Montreal depositors 
should be concerned on 
learning how their money is 
being used. Abitibi Paper 
outfit management decided to 
buy out all competition. To 
this end the head man of the 
company called up the head 
man of the bank. “I want 
money” he stated the number 
of hundreds of millions. It was 
made available. Presumably 
many paper mills will be 
closed; it dead loss. According 
10 my reckoning our bank is 
gambling on future profits of 
the company, Is this the bank 





What is one to think of the 
article in last week’s Review, 
written by ‘‘The Staff of the 
Satellite Fish Co. Ltd., Foot of 
Beacon Avenue, Sidney, 
B.C.?”
On the face of it, the piece 
seems to be one long complaint 
about the inadequacy of The 
Review when it comes to such
things as wrapping fish. If this 
is .so, one has to wonder about 
the literary values of a group 
of people who would put the 
accumulated pearls of wisdom 
of various Review writers to 
this ba.se and unworthy use.
I mean, it is common 
knowledge that each issue of 
The Review is religiously saved
The Reg Davis Column
F'or the many years 1 have 
lived in British Columbia, I 
naturally assumed that it was 
part of Canada, and as such 
meant I was a Canadian 
citizen. However, a a recent 
Income tax assessment form 
mailed to myself from back 
east has put some serious 
doubts in my mind - for, in the 
top left hand corner of the 
form, above my address were 
the words Canada AND 
British Columbia! Looking 
back on the way Quebec is 
always ignoring our western 
province, do they now consider 
us separate from ‘Canada’ as 
they themselves seem to wish 
to be and if so, does that mean 
this nation is now divided into 
three sections - Quebec in the 
east - British Columbia in the 
west - and ‘Canada’ in the 
middle, or does Quebec 
consider only their province as 
‘Cantida’ and we as mere 
British Columbia, and if so 
what the hell are they going to 
call (he bit in the middle? 
Shouldn’t be too long before 
we’ll need a passport to travel 
in our own country!
While on the subject of 
being divided - my small .sized 
mind is further confused and 
has always been, by the fact 
thal on this peninsula, within 
an area of about forty square 
miles, wc have not one, but 
three sets of mayors, aldermen 
tmd other elected officials to 
govern us, One alderman who
RANK AND FILE 
BACKLASH POSSIBLE
Approval in principle lo 
the Abolition Bill was given 
in the 1 louse of Commons 
ruesdiiy. The Bill proposes 
lo make eapilal pimishmenl 
illegal in Cantida.
Central Saanich police 
chief. Bob Miles says 
polilieians may encounter a 
serious backlash from rapk 
and file police officers who 
may be rehielani lo chase a 
dangerous or armed 
eriminal.
Formerly, ihe muitlerers 
ol police and prison guards 
were dealih with by eapilal 
punishnieni,
Chief Miles believes no 
dilferenlialion should have 
been made between pre- 
mediiaiied murder of any 
member of the general 
public and police and 
prison gurads,
“My personal viewls ihal 
pie-mediiaied murder is the 
iillimtile crime and should 
be met wiih the iillimale
puni.shmeni no matter who 
Ihe vieiim,” he said.
The 1.1.1 for and 12.‘i
againsl vote was close. 
Miles eommenled, but the 
politicians have made ihe 
decision and they may .see a 
law enforement baekitish.
Hsqiiimalt-.Saanich MP 
Donald Mtinro e.xpres.sed 
his disappointment about 
Ihe re,still of the vole and 
said Ihe Ihime Minisier 
e.xerled iiiidiie influence on 
Ihevolingof hiseaiicus.
“Il was free voling on 
our side,” he said.
Ihe nexl problem ihe 
governmeni will face is 
reeriiiling prison guards 
tmd for local aulhotiiies (he 
problem will be in gelling 
policemen, he said.
“What is on Ihe eon 
sciences of ihose who voted 
iigtiinst is past and future 
vielims,” he said.
seems to have more on the ball 
than most of his counterparts 
thinks as I do - that one mayor 
over one council could solve 
more of this peninsula’s 
problems than a lop-sided 
threesome, whose continual 
hammering away at each other 
instead of something con­
structive (like a recreation 
centre) would be easier settled 
within the confines of only 
one council chamber. His idea 
of one mayor, with two 
aldermen from each 
municipality seems to make 
some .sense - kind of like 
having all one’s eggs in the 
same basket!
This poor newpaper is 
always being maligned or 
abused in some way or 
another. Colonel Brown 
Hardinge u.ses it for the 
bottom of his bird cage - Lady 
Pamela Norton tongue-lashes 
all of its staff and lights her 
living room fire with it - and 
now the staff of Satellite Fish 
Co. are complaining it isn’t big 
enough to wrap fish in - and on 
top of that say part of it, 
(this column) lulls iheir 
frivolous fish filleters into a 
long siesta! But the ultimate 
glory for a newspaper must 
surely be to enclose a steaming 
portion oj' fish and chips 
wiihin its folds. As anyone 
who has been in London 
can vouch - fi.sh and chips just 
aren’t Ihe same unless wrapped 
iqi in a copy of the ‘News of 
Ihe World’ or the ‘Daily 
Mirror’ both of which would 
contain juicy morsels of 
naughly rending while in (he 
process of enjoying their 
contents. I suppose Ihe worst 
Ihal could happen to ihe 
■Review’ though, would be for 
il 10 end up in ihe baihroom —• 
lo replace the toilet tissue ~ 
should there ever be a shorlage 
of same — now, lhat’s 
recycling!
Two days afler purchasing a 
hiiind new camera - il broke 
down. Returning il, I hap- 
penetl lo remark lo ihc sales 
clerk Ihal if there was ti chid 
wiihin a ihousand miles - I’d 
hiiy it. Bill - would yon helieve, 
afler buying an elecirunic Hash 
for Ihe replaeemeni camera - ii 
iilsoiiirned otil lo be a dud! On 
|)ieking up ihe second 
replaeemeni, I asked Ihe clerk 
of he’tl ever mei a gtiy who 
could pick Iwo duds in as many 
days - lo which he casually 
repied, ”1 guess they jiisl don’l 
make ’em like they used lo." I 
agreed with him - bur ii cost 
over $4(X) lo find otill
by subscribers (much in the 
manner of the National 
Geographic) so that after it is 
eagerly perused on the day of 
issue, these good people might 
leaf through it at their leisure, 
savoring particularly felicitous 
turns of phrasing they might 
have mi.ssed during their initial 
scan.
An exception to this is an 
elderly lady in Central Saanich 
— a budgerigar-fancier by 
trade — who uses The Review 
to line the bottom of her 
birdcages. But even this can 
hardly be called an exception 
since it is a well-known fact 
that budgies are amongst the 
most intelligent of birds. In 
view of this, one has to 
presume our lady-subscriber is 
simply providing her charges 
with intellectual nourishment 
when she lays down The 
Review in the cages each week.
But back to the Satellite Fish 
people ... careful study of their 
essay reveals many good 
points, tellingly-made. They 
refer, for instance, to the high 
c|ualily ol ink used in printing 
The Review. It is in stark 
contra.st, they say, to ‘‘the slop 
which is spashed on The 
Victorian,” although they do 
not make it entirely clear 
whether slop, in this context, 
relers to the ink or to what is 
printed that publication.
One hesistates, however, to 
encourage the Satellite Fish 
people too much. They are 
guilty, after all, of using a 
jewel-like literary periodical 
for the vulgar purpose of 
encasing fish. And in iheir 
article they take gratuitous
swipes at some of The Review 
authors, notably my colleague 
Reg Davis.
The writers of the essay have 
described themselves' as 
lobotomized fishmongers.
Whether — in view of all the 
foregoing — we should agree 
with this self-assessment is of 
course a matter for each of us 
to ponder.
***
Most of us are pretty en­
thusiastic about hard work. 





A $161,664.85 fence recently 
constructed at the Victoria 
International Airport was built 
to meet the requirements of the 
national airports policing and 
security program, Esquimalt- 
Saanich MP Donald Munro 
reports.
The program is designed to 
separate aircraft operating 
area from public access at 
developed areas near the 
lerminal building.
Munro states that although 
Ihc project is complete, a 
deterioration in security could 
require complete fencing of the 
airport.
This would mean a further 
9,(X)() feet of security fencing at 
an additional estimated cost of 
.$72,(X)(), Munro slates.
HELP WANTED
COMMON SENSE PARENTS 
NEEDED IN SIDNEY
-Up to Ihroo bods noodod 
$150,00 monllily lubsldy paid lo hold oach bod 
Daily malnlononco poid lo covor co»l ol child's core 
Moximum slay lor oach child, A wooks 
A90S ol childron up lo 17 yoors.
INFORMATION PHONE RUDI DENYS
RECEIVING AND ASSESSMENT SERVICES 
DEPT, OF HUMAN RESOURCES





9726 - 1st St, Sidney 











9:30 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
ST. STEPHEN’S 
8:30 a.m. Holy Com­
munion
10:00 a.m. Bible Class. 
Teens and young adults. 
11:15 a.m, Family Service 
and Pot Luck picnic lunch. 




Meeting at Knights of Pythias 
Hall,
9760 Fourth Street.
Pastor, Rev.Chas Barker 
Phone 656-2545
SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 1976 
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
“If the Lord be with us,
' Why?”
7:00 p.m. Gospel Outreach 
“1 was blind, now 1 see”




9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. “Righteousness, 
served with Peace”
7:00 p.m. “The return of 
the King”
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 





Peace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weller Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.' 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.
Wed. Fellowship 8:00 p.m.







Evening Fellowship 7 p.m. 
Praise meeting: Wed. 





Rost Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES




ALL ARE WELCOME 





Our Iduly Of Tlie 
Assiimptioii
77'2(1W. Saanich Rond 




100:10 Thlrtl St. Sidney 
Sunday Mimses 10:15 
A 11:15
Weekday Musses 9:00 a.m.
Anglican Church of Canada




ST. ANDREWS CHURCH 
3rd Street, Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon.










10:00 a.m.: Family Service, 
followed by refreshments.
Rector




















Rev. R. Hori Pratt 




11:00 a.m. Service Worship 




9:30 a.m. Service Worship
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644
SHADY CREEK 
7180 EastSaanich Rd. 
Family Service & Sunday 
School 9:45 a.m.
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
‘ 98.30 5 th Street
Sunday
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s 
Supper
ill :00a,m. Family Bible
(Hour
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said
“I am tho Light of the 
World”
Sands Funeral Chapels 
Serving
Vancouver Island
Your six community Chnpols. 
Inclopondonf F.imily Owned 
nnd Controlled. S.inds since
WE CARE 
Dodioatod to Service 
Scnsil)loPrices. ,
Sands Cliapol of Roses 
Fourth Street 
SIDNEY «5(l-21i:i2
Spocinllzino In shippino to or' 




* Sorvino Vnneouvor isinnef 
Cnil Colloct
[a division OF SANDS' VICTORIA, anii siss
I SIDNEY,
COLWOOD, .I7n-3n21 
DUNCAN, 7*16 5212 





0025 FIFTH STREET, SIDNEY,. .D,C.
PASTORi MONTY F. MOORE 
PHONE: 650-3B44 OR 6G6-2098,
*):45 a.m.
11 :(H) a.m. Nnr.seiy care proviileil
7:00 p.m.
Bihle Hliuly & Prayer 7:30p.m. Tuesday
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GROWTH LOSES 
NEGATIVE STIGMA
HIGHWA r FA TALITY SA TURDA Y
Awkward Moments 
Turn To Relaxed 
Communication
Passenger Sustains Injuries, Remains Stable
A fatal accident on Highway 
17 near the ferry terminal left 
one man dead and his 
passenger in hospital.
• DONNA VALLIERES
Il was a non-descript setting 
for a typical gathering of 
people meeting for just about 
any reason; there was nothing 
^pariicularly different about the 
■group who had come together 
^at the new South Sidney 
lilemcntary school.
The people who were milling 
■about somewhat nervously 
:were there for a personal 
■growth workshop sponsored 
;by the Saanich Peninsula 
Ciuidtmcc Association.
’ There were a few awkward 
•minutes before the day’s 
•aeiiviics were scheduled to 
•begin but soon the atmosphere 
■relaxed into friendly con- 
A'crsaiions.
- “1 really don’t know what to 
^expect from this; it should be 
jnlercsting; this is something 
ienlirely different; I’ve never 
done anything like this before” 
were frequently exchanged 
phrases. Judging from the 
comments, wc had all come 
together out of a mutual 
curiosity and a desire to try a 
new experience.
Interest in psychology,
coffee and lunch which offered 
an opportunity for easy 
conversation and an exchange 
of impressions. After sharing 
the experience of getting in 
touch with ourselves, there was 
none of the intitial shyness in 
the easy comraderie.
At the end of the eight hours 
of talking and listening and 
learning, many people lingered 
to chat. There were questions 
on follow ups and future 
workshops and Charlotte and 
Barb invited everyone to 
participate in, in-depth 
workshops held regularly in 
Victoria.
Il had been a stimulating 
day, one that left us all with 
alol to think about. Most 
importantly, it was an in­
troduction to the facinating 
process of personal growth and 
understanding.
Each of us, as we returned 
home to our usual routines, 
look with us a greater 
awareness of ourselves and 
others.
Michael Brent Maxwell, 19, 
rom the ElMCS Yukon, 
Esquimau, was dead on arrival 
at Rest Haven Hospital as a 
result of injuries sustained in 
the accident on Saturday at 2 
a.m.
stable.
Maxwell lost control of the 
vehicle, hit two light poles, 
sideswiping one, and con­
tinued sliding for another 100 
feet before the car came to rest 
completely wrapped around a
light standard.
Dean was lying on the 
pavement next to the car when 
police arrived on the scene and 
Maxwell was trapped in the 
wreckage.
Police estimate the car was
travelling in excess of 70 miles 
per hour, possibly as fast as 
100, in the 15 mile per hour 
/.one.
An autopsy has been or­
dered to determine the cause of 
death.
The passenger, George 
Kenneth Dean, 21, also of the 
HMCS Yukon, is in Jubilee 
Hospital with head and other 
injuries.




1 n spite of inclement weather 
conditions, the North Saanich 
Field Hockey Club enjoyed a
very fine season.
Due to the overwhelming 
interest in participation, the 
Hobbits plan lo expand to tw'o 
teams in September. Any 
female, regardless of age, 
condition and experience who 
is interested in playing, please 
contact Mrs. C.E. Walker at 
656-4157 after 5:30 p.m. Death car hit tivo power poles.
individual growth and in­
terpersonal communication 
has increased in past years and 
the stigma that had long kept 
people from discussing 
problems or admitting to 
pnliappiness or dissatisfaction 
has been alleviated.
; Labels such as “neurotic” 
arc no longer flung about 
indiscriminately and people are 
less hesitant to be open and 
honest when discussing their 
thoughts and feelings. 
Psychology is becoming 
demystified, and actualizing 
one’s potential is more often 
becoming the responsibility of 
the individual.
; The day began just shortly 
after 9 a.m. as everyone sat 
casually on the floor as the 
group leaders, Charlotte' 
Atlung and Barbara Pen- 
' dergast, psychology coun­
sellors with a private practice 
in Victoria, gave an informal 
introductory talk on the ac­
tivities ahead.
Charlotte and Barb assured 
us this would be a supportive 
session, with no pressure 
placed on the participant. 
Indeed, there was none of the 
startling and often threatening 
aspects that characterize 
another type of workshop, the 
encounter group..
' There was a choice of five 
mini-workshops to choose 
from, assertiveness training, 
decision making, emotional 
self defense, relaxation, and 
concerns of the separated, 
divorced and widowed. Of the 
five alternatives, each of us 
was to choose three which 
would be broken into one and 
a'half hour sessions.
'■ The group divided for the 
lirsl workshop with each 
loader taking one group. After 
ti; brief background on the 
subject to be explored, par- 
ticiptinls were paired off to 
discuss the topic, give personal 
examples and offer feedback 
to one another.
The result was that in no 
time at all, a galltering of 
strangers became a cohesive 
group. There were breaks for
NOALR 
EXCLUSION 
' Directors for the Capital 
Region have confirmed the 
rejection of two appeals from 
Not til Saanich landowners for 
exclusion of their properties 
from tlte provincial 
Agricultural I,and Reserve.
: rhe rejection had been 
I'ecommended by llie region’s 
faicitl Pliimiiiig and Zoning 
Committee, the body ihtil 
considers AI.R appeals in 
licliiil.
: riie owners, John Johnson 
of one ptircel and Jacciueline 
Wilson of another, got caiiglil 
in a snarl of red tape at a recent 
commillee meeting as niemhers 
reversed long-slaiuling 
proeetlnre and refused to 
eonsider appettls on the issue 
of ineorreel elassificalion of 
land.





. The commillee did decide to 
continue to consider those 
appeals of ALR designations
e e 111 embers 
the B.C, Land 
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1A plan to make owning a home possible for more people. 2
A plan to encourage more 
emcient use of land for 
affordable housing. 3
 A plan to make more 
rental housing 
available.
This one’s for you. It’s called AHOP (The 
Assisted Home Ownership Program), and it 
combines the federal assistance provided by 
CMHC (Central Mortgage and Housing Corpo­
ration) with additional assistance from the B.C. 
Government.
■Very simply, here’s how it works:
If you’re a two-person household and want 
to buy or build a house, and the price is within 
the established AHOP price limits for the area, 
you can qualify for the CMHC Interest Reduc­
tion Loan. This loan acts to reduce the 
mortgage rate to 8%, and is interest-free for the 
support period.
That’s only tho first part. Tho second part 
is a CMHC subsidy of up to $750 for the first 
year. You’re eligible if you’ve applied for the 
maximum Interest Reduction Loan; have at 
least one dependent child; and even with the 
loan, your monthly payments exceed 25% of 
your income.
Now here’s tho extra bonus from us. If 
you’ve qualified for tho above CMHC subsidy, 
and your monthly payments are still more than 
30% of your income, you qualify for an addi­
tional subsidy of up to $760,
Add it all up, and it means that tho possi­
bility of homo ownership is greatly extended, 
and now includes families in B.C. with incomes 
below $10,000 a year.
This one’s for the municipalities. And you. 
You may benefit from the resulting reduced 
municipal taxes and/or increased services. It’s 
called MIGP (Municipal Incentive Grant Pro­
gram), and it’s designed to encourage the de­
velopment of affordable housing and the more 
efficient use of land.
There are two grants available to 
municipalities and regional districts. The first 
is a $1,000 grant from CMHC. The second is a 
$500 grant from us. That means the total grant 
per eligible unit is $1,500. To be eligible, the 
proposed housing units must bo constructed for 
permanent residency, be connected to munici­
pal piped water and .sewage systems, and be 
served with roads havii at least gravel sur­
face.
Those are the basic qualifications. There 
are others that apply to density, size and value 
requirements. What they all add up to for you is 
growing communities with more affordable 
housing for more people.
This one’s for the builders. And you. You 
benefit because it creates a more adequate sup­
ply of rental housing.
It’s called ARP (Assisted Rental Prograih), 
and it’s designed to stimulate private investors 
t6 once again invest funds in affordable rental 
housing. The incentive is for the builder ... but 
the benefits are passed on to you. A prototype of 
this program resulted in 2,000 new rental units 
.started on 'Vancouver Island last year.
The amount of assistance available to the 
builder depends on the number of units in the 
project, the construction cost, the mortgage in­
terest rate, operating costs, and prevailing 
rents.
It starts with a $600 grant per unit from us 
in tho first year. If this grant is not sufficient to 
allow the builder to charge normal market 
rents and maintain an agreed-upon return rate 
on his equity, an assistance loan of $1,200 per 
unit is available from CMHC, If either or both of 
the above still leave the builder below tho ag­
reed return rate on equity, a conditonal $1,200 
intorost-froo loan per unit is available from tho 
province.
Tho agreement establishes initial rental 
rates. After that, rents are set by market condi­
tions, but any higher net revenues derived go 
towards reducing tho amount of assistance.
Basically, what it all moans is more rental 




If you want a homC) 
wc want to help.
Morn infiirmiilion on nny of tlio tliroo 
offordiililo linino plnnn, In iivnlliil)l() from;
IlrlliNli Coluinhiii 
I lopiirlinont of I loiiNlng
f'/'.tOt W(nit mil Avenue, Viineonvei 
Hit) tilonHiiard .Strool, Victoria 
1115 • Ifltli Avoniio Hoiitli, Cranixdok 
UHO Victoria Hlrool, t’rinco (loorKo 
2(’i0 llarvoy Avonno, Ihdowna
(tontral Morigago 
anil IliiiiHlng Corpnrallan 
fifil t Wotil llmilovard, Vancouvor 
1007 i''orl,Strool, Victoria 
12(1 • lOlli Aveniio ,So\ii|i, Cranliroolc 
'.tun Victoria .Strool, Princo floargo 
IHOO'I'raiuiaillo Ilnail, KamloopH 
.Snito 202, Capri Tnwor, Kotowna
Prices Effective
Wed. - Sat.
June 23 - 26
In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store. 
Sales In Retail Quantities Only.
Chuck Steak



















12^2 fl. OZ. size 2J9
Assorted Relishes
Town House Hot Dog 
Sweet or Hamburger 12 fl. oz.
Prepared Mustard
French’s 16 fl. oz. Jar
Potatoe Chips
Krispee. Plain, Ripple 
Barbecue^ Salt’n Vinegar 8V4 oz.
Cream Pies
Bel-air Frozen 14 oz. ctn.
Tomato Catsup
Town House 32 fl. oz. Bottle
Light Bulbs


















Fancy Quality m UU
Size 113 lo 138 ||)s.
CANADA QAPiaWAV LIMITBC
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CAPACITY CROWD WATCH VICTORIA BATES DEFEAT SIDNEY ALL STARS
A capacity crowd Wed­
nesday evening at Sanscha 
Park watched Bates handily 
defeat Sidney League All 
Stars, 16 to 0. The game was 
played Linder ideal conditions 
and the park was in excellent 
condition. With a ball club the 
calibre of Bales on the field the 
fans of Sidney and District 
enjoyed the evening.
Stan Kern started on the 
mound for Bates and A1 
Graham opened for the All 
Stars. Dave Ruthowsky and 
Ands' Konopacki followed 
Kern each pitching two innings 
thus letting fans .see all three 
Bales hurlers in action. Stan 
Pritchard and Wayne Cripps 
handled the balance of the 
gatiie for the All Stars.
Bates craeked out twelve hits 
including a solo home run by 
Ken Bate and two run homers 
by Reg Underwood and Bob 
Burrows. Frank Scott had the 
lone hit for the .Ml Stars, a 
bunt single in the fifth. All 
Bales Hurlers were devastating 
as they combined to strikeout 
eighteen .Ml Star batters. The 
co-world champs showed their 
explosive power in the fifth 
when they scored ten runs. 
Bates also substitued freely so 
as fans could gat a look at all 
their players.
Following the game, players 
of both teams, coaches and 
officials and their good ladies 
. went to the Sidney Hotel for a 
reception. Jack Bell, Bates 
manager thanked all concerned 
for the excellent treatment 
received and presented the 
Sidney League and the Sidney 
Hotel each with an 
autographed ball. Ab Travis, 
League chairman, replied for 
the league and Denis Paquette 
for the Hotel. Mr. Travis Also 
expressed thanks on behalf of 
the League to Roland and 
Denis Paquette for hosting the 
reception and to Don Norbury
for his kind donation of fish 
and seafood.
A\ppearing for the All Stars 
Wednesday eveing were, Mike 
Nunn, Ray Hummel and 
Wayne Cripps of Hotel, Jamie 
Thorne of the Chiefs, Avie 
Siubbington of Travclodge, 
.lim Wilson, Stan Pritchard 
and Doug Boden of Scabord 
;md Barry'Underwood and Joe 
Underwood of KO.A. The team 
was managed by Stew East of 
Scabord, and coached by Peter 
Malcolm of Travclodge and Ed 
Achner of Harveys. Mi.ssing 
Due lo other committments 
were Darrel Lorimer and Don 
Frampion of Scabord, Tom 
Hacher of Traselodge and 
Brian Vanderkracht of
Harveys.
Sidney softball league says 
thank you lo all fans of Sidney 
and District who turned out in 
such large numbers to make 
this evening such a success.
Appearing for the All 
Stars Wednesday evening 
were, Mike Nunn, Perry 
Elhier, Frank Scott ol Har­
veys, Rob Coldsvell, A1 
Graham, Ray Hummel and 
Wayne Cripps of Hotel, Jamie 
rhornc of the Chiets, Avie 
Siubbington of Travclodge, 
Jim Wilson, Stan Pritchard 
snd Doug Boden of Seabord 
and Berry Underwood and Joe 
Underwood of KO,^. The team 
was managed by Stesv East ol 
Scabord and coached by Peter
Malcolm of Travelodge and Ed 
Achner of Harveys. Missing 
Due to other committments 
were Darrel Lorimer and Don
Frampton of Seabord, Tom 









Thursday, July 1, 1976
Monday — 9 a.m.-centre
open. Noon-lunch. 7 p.m.- 
band practice.
Tuesday — 9 a.m.-centre
open. Noon-lunch. 1:15 p.m.- 
whist. 7 p.m.-shuffleboard.
Wednesday — 9 a.m.-centre 
open. Noon-hot dinner. 1 
p.m.-discussion group. 2 p.m.- 
dancing for fun.
Thursday - CLOSED FOR 
DOMINION DAY. 1 p.m. to4 
p.m.-open for drop-ins.
Friday — 9 a.m.-centre open.
10 a.m.-keep fit. Noon-lunch. 
2 p.m.-jacko. 7 p.m.-evening 
cards.
Victoria Bates pitcher Stan Kern 



















SIDE BACON LB. $139
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
IMavfair Hotel located at Hornby
provides spacious new 
accommodatioiis, 
mostly fully equipped 
kitchens, cable TV,, 
phone, free parking and 
view balconies. Starting 
at $18.00 single and $4.00 
per additional guest... 
with complimentary 
coffee and tea service 
for your added en­
joyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the 
and Robson Streets.
For reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1V1 or Phone area 604-687-6751
Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline 





Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5::!0 p.m.
SPIX IALIZINC; IN FHKSH C'UTI\1K,\TS 
.\M) IIOMF FHKKZING SUFFLIFS




























COTTON & COnON BLENDS
45" WIDTH
NOVELTY PRINTS, GINGHAAAS, 



























BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
Chez Cloth is no Ordinaiy Fabric Store
T
2316 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656*6212
Saturday — 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.- 
open for drop-ins.
Sunday — 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.- 
open for drop-ins.
DAILY cards, shuffleboard, 
library, all outdoor activities.
Trip tickets on sale: July 8th- 
Vicloria points of interest. July 
15-Aimual Picnic. July 20- 
Oak ridge shopping centre and 
Planetarium.
SPORTS and GAMES - 11:00 A.M.
IAMB SERVED - 2:30 P.M.
SATURNA ISLAND 
ADULTS - *4.00 









Panels are 26" wide & available 




4 X 4 X 6' No. 1
S4S Cedar










X ID” ■ 4' to 8' 
Rough Cedar





Get your Sundeck ready for Summer 
Living with Stretchtex Trowel-On 
Sundeck Coating.














These are NOT 2nds but 
a Genuine Clearance so 








ALL OTHER PANELS ALSO 
REDUCED TO CLEAR
All Sizes
Many Prefinished $C95 
ONLY D ea.
LUMBER SPECIALS
- AT CLEARANCE PRICES -
LAWN CHAIRS
Folding Aluminum Chairs 





8’ only £n ea.26” X
MAHOGANY
Rotaiy Cut j 
Lumber Core Only
2x4 - No. 1 & 2 Spruce 14‘ ft.
2x4x92” Hem. Studs, util. 49* ea.
2x4x92y4" Fir Studs, util. 69‘ ea.
2x3x6 M.R. Shorts 25* ea.
2x3x7’ M.R. Hem. 49* ea.
1x4x6’ S4S Common Fir 35* ea.
1x8 Fir Boards Std. Gr. 8’ & ID’ 10* ft.
1x10 Resawn Spruce 14* ft.
2x4x6’ M.R. Hem. 50* ea.
2x4x8’ Economy Bundle of ID J300
95
CONCRETE MIX $010










AND SOLID COLORS I, £, GAL.
Ask for a quotation on quantities of ID Gallons or more •
OLYMPIC OVERCOAT
OLYMPIC OUTSIDE $i 050
CASHWAY LUMBER
9764 5th St., SIDNEY 656-1 125
'V V V V V
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Harveys Take The Lead 
In Men’s Softball
Bank museum display.
Bank Displays Museum Pieces
It was washing day at the 
Bank of Coninicrcc in tlie 
Beaeon Plaza all week as old 
laundry items of historieal 
interest were put on display, 
■^he purpose of the display, 
said bank manager .lim Watt is
to “stimulate interest in the 
eommunity and show people 
what the museum has to ot’- 
I'er.”
The realistie arrangement oi' 
the washing faeilities used 







museum direetor Mrs. Helen 
Psau and summer worker 
Susanne Pratt.
The displays, whieh will be 
ehanged every two weeks 
throughout the summer until 
the end of August, arc made 
up of artifacts whieh can be 
found at the museum.
Future e.xhibits will include 
Indian artifacts, pictures and 
other items from pioneer 
families of the Saanich 
Peninsula;
Admission to the museum is 
free, but donations arc ac­
cepted. The main concern right 
now to the people involved 
with the museum at the end of 
Beacon Avenue is “having 
people come in and appreciate 
the museum,” said Miss Pratt.
The Bank of Commerce 
c.xhibit is already drawing 
attention to Sidney’s historical 
centre and it is expected to 
continue to foster interest in 
the community museum.
Stag Activities
The plans for the Sidney 
Teen Activity Group’s summer 
program have now been 
finalized.
As part of the summer 
program the Parkland Gym is 
being made available for 
activities such as: volleyball; 
basketball and floor hockey, 
from one to four p.m., 
Monday through Friday.
This Wednesday night the 
floor hockey group will be 
playing the local police at 7:30 
p.m. in Sidney Elementary 
school.
On June 25th, STAG is 
featuring the movie “Dr. 
Zhivago” in the Parkland 
multipurpose room at 7:30 
p.m. Everybody is welcome to 
come to this excellent move for 
only $1.25 for non-members.
STAG is also planning 
various camping trips, the first 
of which will be leaving on 






Tho following schodulo will bo in offoct on 
THURSDAY, JULY 1
botwoon Victoria (Swartz Bay) and tho Gulf Islands.





Ar Swartz Bay 
























Ar Swartz Bay 
Lv Swartz Bay 
Otter Bay 
Ar Swartz Bay 


















Harveys moved into sole 
possession of first place in 
league action last week with 3 
victories. The race remains 
close with Scabord only a 
game behind and Hotel in third 
spot only two and a half games 
in arrears. Hotel however has 
played three games less than 
the two top teams.
Intermittent rain Monday 
night somewhat marred a close 
game, as Harveys defeated 
Travclodge 5 to 3. Harveys 
scored four runs in the first 
two innings to take an early 
lead over the Bears who scored 
a run in the fourth to reduce 
the lead. Frank Scotts solo 
homer in the seventh then 
made it 5 to 1. Travclodge 
rallied in the seventh for 2 runs 
but it was not enough. Roger 
Wallace with relief from Brian 
Vanderkracht picked up the 
win and Corkey Jossul went all 
the way for the losers.
Victoria Chiefs proved 
better mudders Tuesday night, 
when they outlasted Scabord 7 1 
to 6. The game was played ' 
mostly in the rain and was 
called after five innings. The 
Chiefs took an early 5 to I 
lead, but Don Frampton’s 2 
run homer in the fourth cut it 
to 5 to 3. The Chiefs 
rebounded with 2 runs in their 
half to restore their 4 run lead. 
Seabord rallied to .score 3 runs 
in the fifth just falling short. 
Francis Littlechicf picked up 
the win with Stan Pritchard 
taking the loss. But Hurler 
gave excellent performances 
under atrocious conditions.
League action was 
suspended Wednesday evening 
to make way for the Bates 
exhibition game.
Thursday evening league 
action resumed as Scabord 
edged KOA 4 to 3. KOA 
scored single runs in the third 
and fourth inning to jump into 
an early lead. Bob Loughced 
cracked a 2 run home run in 
the fifth to tie the game but 
KOA came right back in their 
half to .score a single run to 
take a 3 to 2 lead when Joe 
Underwood doubled and 
scored on John Underwood’s 
ground ball. Seabord opened 
the sixth with Jack Lusk’s 
single and Jim Wilson and 
Doug Boden followed with 
singles to load the bases. Lusk 
.scored on a ground ball and 
then Jack Hill singled in the 
winning run. Mike Kirby 
allowed 4 hits to gain the win 
and Gordon Bob took the loss.
Friday eveing Harveys 
moved into a tic with Scabord 
for top spot by blanking the 
Chiefs 7 lb 0. Harveys scored 6 
runs in the first two innings to 
take command and were never 
in trouble from there on — 
Brian Vanderkracht spun a one 
hitter striking out ten chiefs on 
the Wily. Greg Sam spoiled 
Vanderkracht’s chance for a 
no hitler with a single in the 
sixth. Mike Nunn homored for 
the winners, h'rancis Littlechicf 
started for the Chiefs but gave 
wiiy to Chuck Sampson in the 
sixth.




Despite strong winds, Peter 
C’rawford continued his 
winning streak by overcoming 
first seed Riley Hern 6-4, 6-4, 
Other results:
Ladies Singles: Vivien Davies 
over Ruth Trelawney, 7/6, 
3/6, 7/6,
Ladies Doubles: Sheenagh 
Dennison & Brenda Mat lews 
over Naney 'rhompson 
Sheila Moffatt: 3/6, 7/6, 6/3.
Men's Doubles: Rob 
I liirding ik Dick Gorelangton 
over Riley Hern <*4 Mark 
Davies; 6/4, 3/6, 6/3,
Mixed Doubles; Riley h 
Xdele Heren over Dick 
Gorelangton and Ruth 
Trelawny:5/7,6/3,7/6.
feature game of the week to 
hand Scabord a 10 to 5 defeat 
and move into .sole possc.ssion 
of first spot. The game was a 
heavy hitting affair with 5 
home runs. Frank Scott, Mike 
Nunn and Don Norbury had 
round trippers for Harveys and 
Doug Boden and Jim Wilson 
hit for the circuit for Scabord. 
Scott also added a triple. 
Harveys jumped into a 4 to 1 
cad after two innings. Scabord 
scored 2 in the third to draw 
close but from there on it was 
all Harveys. Don Collins 
though hit hard picked up his 
second straight win. Stan 
Pritchard started for the losers 
but gave way to Mike Kirby 
who took the loss.
League action will be 
suspeiuled from June 24th to 
uly 3rd inclusive. Vhe period 
will see our annual Dominion 
Day tournament and July 2nd 
and 3rd will Ire open dales, 
with regular play resuming 
July 4lh. The tournament is 
double knockout and 
preliminary founds begin June 
24lh, with Harveys meeting 
Hotel. Travclodge plays 
Seabord on June 25th and 
KOA meets Chiefs on June 
27th. Second round games will 
be played on June 28lh, 29th, 
and the 30th. There will be 
action all day July 1st with 
games at 9:30 a.m., 11:00
a.m., 1:00 p.m., 3:(K) p.m., 
and at 6:30 p.m., if necessary.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
To avoid the first penalty of 5 per cent the current 1976 
real property tax must be paid on or before June 30th, 
1976.
Applications for the Provincial Home Owner Grant 
must be completed and submitted to the Collector by 
June 30lh, 1976, otherwise the penalty will be added to 
the amount of the grant.
The first penally of 5 per cent will be added to unpaid 




Team Played Won Lost Tied Points
Harveys 15 10 4 1 21
Seabord 15 9 5 1 19
Hotel 12 8 4 — 16
KOA 13 6 7 — 12
Travelodge 13 5 8 — 10
Chiefs 14 2 12 — 4
PORK SIDE














' PRICES EFFECTIVE JUNE 17, 18 & 19
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411





In order to convert the distribution system to higher 
voltage, it will be necessary to interrupt electric service 
lo customer;: in sections of the Saanich Peninsula. Areas 
affected and times arc given below for an interruption 
on
THURSDAY, JUNE 24
From approx. 9:00 a.m. to approx. 11:00 a.m.
McTavish Road cast of Main waring, Canora Road, 
Lochsidc Road north of McTavish, Ocean Avenue cast 
of Fifth, Third Street, Beacon Avenue east of Fifth, 
Malavicw Avenue cast of Bowerbank, Resthaven Drive, 
Ardwcll Drive, and all laterals off these roads including 
Sidney Island.
From approx. 1:00 p.m. to approx. 3:30 p.m.
McTavi.sh Road east of Mainwaring, Lochside Drive 
from McTavish Road to Mt. Newton X Road, Mt. 
Newton X Road east of East Saanich, East Saanich 
Road from Mt. Newton X Road to Wallace Drive, East 
Saanich Indian Reserve, Central Saanich Road north of 
Keating X Road, East Saanich Road from Pat Bay 
Highway to Sicily’s X Road, Island View Road, 
Marlindale Road, Welch Road, Hunt Road and all 
laterals off these roads including James Island.
B.C. HYDRO
r
Intorchango point for Saturna transfer to and from Mainland,
r£s Vancouver Island Transit Ltd, connection at Swartz Bay 























Come and Meet ALLAN and BARBARA AFFLECK
^SAVE 50% 
I MEN’S FADED 
I CORD SLACKS






























- Rubber Backed 
Nylon















DO YOU HAVE A
ACCOUNT CARD
IT MAKES IT MORE CONVENIENT 
AND EASIER TO SAVE.
I Come in and Inquire. J







- Safety Start Butto
- Rolls on Castors 





OPEN TILL 9 P.M. 
on FRIDAYS 
Prices good 
for Juno 23 to 26
W'
.,/U. r-
■'ll 292 STORES SERVING THE WEST 
2488 BEACON AVENUE. SIDNEY • 6S6-5921
J
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AN AERONCA CHAMP NAMED THUMPER
Ex-Cadets Restore Vintage Plane
After 10 months of steady 
work and over $4,000 in 
restoration costs a group of 
Sidney ex-air cadets have 
brought an Acronca Champ ■■ 
back lo life.
John Ralphf, Wayne Heal 
and Chris Cox, the ex-cadets, 
along with John’s father Jack, 
found the 1946 vintage aircraft 
in a backyard in Nanaimo. 
“We lowed it down from 
Nanaimo by pick-up truck 
with the wings off and the 
fuselage facing backwards,’’ 
Chris Cox said.
The wings went to Chris’ 
house and the fuselage to 
.lack’s and the first job was to 
strip the plane down to 
nothing.
“It didn’t take long to take 
ttpart but it was a slow chore 
sticking it back together,’’ said 
Chris.
“Wc picked almost 
everyone’s brains in the airport 
for needed information,’’ he 
sa id.
The crew worked as a team 
on each job at hand and by 
October 1975 the plane was 
ready to be moved to the air 
cadet hall to begin the main 
job of recovering the aircraft 
with Lincoln cloth. Chris 
explained that the cloth is 
stuck on with glue and hangs 
baggily until a hot iron is put 
to the covering and the fabric 
tightens up.
“The worst job is doping 
because of the smell,” he said.
was still far less than the 
S4,0(K) price tag on a brand 
new engine, Chris said.
The 65 horsepower engine 
cruises at 2,(X)0 RPM and uses 
about two and one-half gallons 
of fuel an hour. “With a 
cruising speed of 75 miles per 
hour we are averaging about 35 
miles per gallon,” he said.
Thumper, a name which 
reflects the Champ’s 
sometimes bouncy landing 
characteristics, has no starter 
and has to be hand primed and 
started, Chris e.xplained, as the 
crew goes through the contact 
type procedure of bygone 
days. “It has never taken more 
than two pulls to start,” he 
said.
Ihe team had originally
planned to construct a home­
made bi-plane but heard about 
the backyard Champ through a 
friend.
Chris said there is an in­
teresting history to the air-craft 
in that it has over 6,000 hours 
of flying time on it already and 
this was used teaching people 
how to fly as the plane has 
been previously owned by 
private in.structors.
Although the idea for the 
name Thumper didn’t take too 
long to come up with, Chris 
said one of the most time 
consuming jobs was finding 
the right picture of Thumper 
which suited everyone’s tastes.
“We finally agreed and got a 







MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
SATURDAY, JUNE 26 





MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
ADMISSION 
$1.50 EACH
THURSDAY, JULY Lsl 
2:00 P.M. -5:30 P.M. 
“THE CHECKMATES”
The restored Aeronca Champ called Thumper
It took months to replace the 
old cotton covering and about 
$900. “We applied eight coats 
of primer to protect the cloth 
from the sun and then another 
eight coats of the actual white 
with blue trim exterior paint,” 
Chris said.
The instruments were re­
conditioned, the cockpit 
rcupholstered as well, he 
continued, but all without any 
written set of plans. “The most 
difficult part of the restoration 
was finding out how to do the 
next job.”
“We virtually built the plane
twice because with most stages 
of the operation things were 
done two and three times 
because we wanted it to be 
perfect and had an air safely 
inspector to satisfy,” he said.
Now it is finished and 
everything is right, he said. 
We’ve all flown it for a couple 
of hours since the inaugural 
night a few weeks ago.
“The most frustrating thing 
is the paper work, regulations, 
tickets and licenses that have to 
be word perfect and take up so
much time,” Chris said.
“The three ex-cadets all got 
their Hying licenses through 
the service organization and all 
ha\’e at least three years Hying 
experience.
Chris explained that all the 
engine work was done by a 
mechanic and all parts were .\- 
rayed by ministry of transport 
inspectors to ensure sound­
ness.
We underestimated our costs 
for engine restoration because 
of the mechanic’s cost but it
BEB BSB fsaa ggg ^la sgeg sasa 3^
YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW
60 years ago 
in the Review:
Plans for a Fire Brigade 
Dance were announced hoping 
community support would be 
received for the Fire Brigade.
The committee appointed to 
look after the arrangements 
consisted of Mr. P.N. Tester, 
Mr. A.E. Moore, Mr. G.A. 
Cochran, Mr. E. Blackburn 
and Mr. R.L. Pickering.
The Rev. A.R. Gibson was 
elected to membership in the 
Sidney Board of Trade at a 
regular bi-weekly meeting.
Other routine business was a 
decision to request the owners 
of a property in Shoal Bay, on 
whose foreshore three 
derelicks of the once 
prosperous sealing trade had 
been dumped, to do something 
about them.
Councillor C. Hagan 
presided over the affair and a 
delicious supper was served.
30 years ago 
in the Review:
NOTICE
AID TO PENSIONERS’ GROUP
AS OF JULY 1st, 1976 TO BE KNOWN AS: 
SAANICH PENINSULA HOME AID 
New Phone - 652-3837 
Monday to Friday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
I caa EGsa em ^
SO years ago 
in the Review:
Mrs. H.H. Shade, assisted 
by Miss Matthews and Miss 
Audrey Jost, entertained at a 
children’s party in honor of 
her son, Darrell’s eleventh 
birthday.
The time was passed in 
games and contests. Among 
the prize winners were Irene 
Long, Alden Cochran, Alberta 
Critchlcy, Jack Conway and 
Laddie McNaught.
Other guests invited were 
Coline Cochran, Wilma 
Crichton, Alberta Critley, 
Mavis Goddard, Joy 
McKillican, Philip Barlow, 
Vivian Graham, Fred Gilman, 
Horace Peck, and Clarence 
Shade.
40 years ago 
in the Review:
S.J. Willis, superintendent 
of education, announced that 
the council of public in­
struction had united the three 
rural school di.stricts of North 
Saanich, Deep Cove and 
Sidney into one consolidated 
school district under the name 
North Saanich Consoiidated 
Schooi district.
Ratepayers were asked to 
attend the first meeting of the 
di.strict at the North Saanich 
Service Club Hall.
Some 1.50 members and 
friends gathered in the 
Agricultural Hall, in 
Saanichton to take part in the 
annual reunion and banquet of 
the Saanich Pioneer Society.
Mrs. J.J. White undertook 
the task of organizing the drive 
for clothing to be donated to 
needy people in un­
derprivileged countries.
All organizations were asked 
to assist.
While working on the Mills' 
Road Army huts, L.G. Hillis, 
local carpenter, fell from the 
ridge of one of the buildings 20 
feet to the ground.
Rushed to Rest Haven 
hospital he suffered com­
pression fractures to five 
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Brilliant student in the field 
of timber products and 
research, Selwyn Fox, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Fox of 
Lochside Drive, has won 
another cash award.
His thesis concerning timber 
rc.search was given top honors 
in a nationwide competition 
and was to proceed to Ashville, 
N.C, to be presented with a 
cheque for $350.
A helicopter from Pat Bay 
Airport hit an air pocket and 
dropped into the water.
Three occupants, the pilot, 
John Watson, Norman Turner 
and Harry Workman, suffered 
a drenching before being 




Grade 'A' Fryers 
Grade 'A' Cornish Hens 
Boiling Fowl 









It) years ago 
in the Review:
Members of the Junior Red 
Cross at Deep Cove school 
recently saw the culmination of 
two years work when their 
president, Darlene Haek, 
pre.sented a bright new wheel 
chair to Gen. C.R. Stein and 
Mrs. 11. Gordon of Red Cross 
Headquarters.
The chair was marked with a 
special plaque and placetl in 
the loan cupboard at Rest 
Haven hospital for home use 
by residents of the district.
l.adies Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canttdian Legion in 
Ganges hosted a zone meeting.
Forty-seven members from 
N a n a i m o, 1, a d y s m i t h ,
Duncan, Chemainus, Cobble 
Hill and Cowichan Lake were 
present.
FRESH PRODUCE
McIntosh - Golden 
















Frozen Oysters one pint each *2 29
(y
Fresh Spring Salmon lb. ‘2 19
Fresh Lingcod lb. n 35
REST HA VEN 
A UXIUARY
Also SMOKED and FROZEN FISH
L
rite reguliir monthly 
meeting of the Aiixiliaiy lu 
Rest Haven Hospital was held 
in the hospital lounge on June 
9tll.
Lite I’lesident, Mis, .1,1,, 
(hay welcomed four new 
members to the auxiliary,
Mrs. Gray was |ileased lo 
announce that the new 
equipment that had been
pniehaserl by the auxiliary hatl 
aimed ami svill be demon­
strated for the.membeis at the 
fall meeling.
AAORE INSTORE SPECIALS
No linills on pureluises while (imuilities last.
At tlie close of tlie meeting, 
coffee and cookies were 
served, fhe auxiliary will not
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
10 am — 6 pm
meet iliiring July and August, 
Lite next meeting will be lielil, 
Se|iiember 8th, at 10;3l) a.m.
PHONE 656-6116 FOR DIRECTIONS
ON ALL SIDNEY DAY, JULY Isi



















I hereby agree to hold the Review Publications Ltd,, their officers or em­
ployees, harmless and to indemnify them against any and all claims / may 























(plciisc itulicaio single adclro.ss lo which ruriher inrorniatioii should be 
directed)
IM lONl: (at whieli a crew member may be eontaeled)
All, C'RIAV MHMIIHRS (or the parent or guardian of crew members under 
nineteen years of tige) must al'rix their signatures above bel'ore tlieir entry 
will be accepted.
C hanges in crew musi be brought lo the aitention of race olTieials prior to 
St.TOa.m,. riuirsday, .Inly 1st, 1076.
(II mote ihan one I'orm is required lo list all crew, please clearly label all 
shecis as I'orming one entry)
A TWO DOI.I.AR liNTRY l-RF. PFR CRl-W MFMRI^R IS RFQl HRI-n,
lunry lorm, UTgelher with entrance fee, maybe mailed lo GRFA'l'SIDNF'Y 
ROWING RFVIIAV COMMITTFF, P.O. BOX 2193, SIDNliY, B.C. OR 
forms may be dropped ol T at offiees of Sidney Review on Third Si reel,
these arc upen water cunrscs that are potentially dangerous, Fniranls arc eauiioned not to 
compcie unless they are expei ieneed open water oarsmen.
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SAANICH SITE FOR VGH FALLS THROUGH
A Sidney man narrowly escaped 
death last week when the portable 
welder upon which he was working 
fell upon him, pinning him to the 
ground and catching fire.
Lionel Kidson, 53, of 9775 Third
Street, was using the welding machine 
whilst it was suspended from a block 
and tackle. The gear snapped and the 
machine fell upon him.
Two passersby lifted the apparatus 
off the injured man.
Opposition to Helmcken 
Road in View Royal as the site 
tor the new Victoria General 
Hospital has crumbled.
The region’s Hospital and 
Health Planning Commission, 
adamant for months that a site 
at McKenzie and Douglas in 
Saanich was the only site that 
should be considered, 
abandoned the stance at a 
meeting Wednesday.
Commissioners were faced 
with tlie tough position of the 
provincial government which 
favoured the View Royal site 
and had already taken options 
on 35 acres of property for a 
hospital on Helmcken near the 
Trans-Canada.
The province pays 60 per 
cent of the cost while the 
region pays 40 per cent.
Only one obstacle now 
remains in the way of View 
Royal, and that must be 
resolved by the resident of that 
community.
Construction of a hospital 
on the proposed site would be 
contrary to View Royal’s 
Official Community Plan 
which would have to be 
amended, and amendment can 
only go through- with com­
munity support evidenced at a 
public hearing.
Despite Western' Com­
munity (Langford, Colwood, 
etc.) support for the View 
Royal site, the amendment of 
the View Royal plan is not 
likely to be railroaded. Pat 
Massy, View Royal’s regional 
representative, is known to be 
adamant that a full public 
hearing be given to the matter.
Backbone of support for the 
McKenzie and Douglas site 
came from doctors in and 
around the core of Victoria, 
and their representatives went 
to some last-ditch efforts to see 
their choice supported.
“1 have now ascertained that 
it is the opinion of the vast 
majority of the members of the 
Victoria Medical Society that 
the Helmcken Road site is a 
very poor one,” wrote Dr. 
Alistair Baird to the com­
mission.
And John Dickson, of the 
Health Services Committee of 
the commission, wrote, ‘‘At 
present good round-the-clock 
coverage is given to the two 
(existing) hospitals since 
doctors’ offices and homes are 
nearby.”
The statement appears to 
confirm the suspicions of those 
in the Western Community 
who alleged that doctors 
favoured the Saanich site only 
because of the convenience to 
them, and without care for the
populations of Langford, 
Colwood, Metchosin and 
Sooke, which arc without 
hospital service.
The matter, passed by 
commission members was sent 
to committees for study of use.
design and organization of the 
physical plant that will go up 
on Helmcken Road.
Regional hospital planner 
John Clark, said all planning 
had been predicted on the 
assumption that the hospital






Starring golf pros Laurie Carroll and Bobby Hogarth 
and archery pros A1 Wills and Pete Muir, (lollcrs to 
use balls and clubs and archers to use bows and arrows.
A hat will be passed anti iirocceds will go to the Queen 
Alexandra Hospital for Children.
MONDAY, 28TH JUNE AT 7:00 P.M.
All are welcome to watch and enjoy a walk.














Of special interest to parents 
and young children of the 
peninsula is the up and coming 
Summer Program for all 
children 3-12 years of age.
School is out again! After a 
few days of relaxing, the 
novelty soon wears off, it can 
become a long and boring two 
months. The Peninsula 
Recreation Commission has 
planned and organized a 
Summer Program of activities 
to fill all needs and interests. 
Activities to include, low- 
organized games, sports of all 
kitids, arts and crafts, quiet 
periods, nature hunts and 
special events of all kinds.
Should there be any 12 year 
or older children who would 
not mind volunteering their 
services, they are more than 
welcome and should call our 
office at any time.
Our programs in Sidney and 
Deep Cove will be of two 
month duration. Each 
progratn will be split into two 
sessions of one month each 
(JULY and AUGUST). 
McTavish Elementary will be 
Ihe scene of a one month 
session (AUGUST) only. 
Starting dates are as follows; 
Session 1
Sidney, July 5th-30th.
Deep Cove, July 5th-30th 
Session 2
Sidney, Aug. 2nd-27th 
Deep Cove, Aug. 2nd-27lh 
Mc Tavish, Aug. 2nd-27lh 
All participants will register 
for either or both monthly 
sessions on or before July 5th 
;md/or ,Aug. 2nd between 9:00 
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. at the 
school involved.
Pre-sehoolers are involved in 
Ihe program will meet 'Tuesday 
iiiul Thursday only, from 9:00 
a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
A bit about the summer
St tiff:
If the Army was preparing 
for and operating our Summer 
Program on the peninsula, you 
might expect lo see at least 4 
Sergeants, 6 Corporals tmd ti 
grizzly Staff Sergeant co­
ordinating the aetivilies of a 
staff of 20. I'here would also 
he an officer to report to and 
perhaps some supply 
leelmieians, eominimietilions 
types, etc.
Not so, our Program Co- 
ortTnuilor, Teresa T.agos, not 
inneh over 5 ft,, has been 
organizing, co-ordinating, 
helping iiiul even purchasing 
equipment in preparalion for 
July 5lh. Teresa comes lo us 
from Vieloriii, afler working 
lor ns in Ihe Slimmer of ‘75 as 
il playtrroimd direetor and ihe 
t ommission has irreal ex- 
peelalions for Ihe Summer ol 
1976 anil Ihe children of our
OFFICE or RETAIL SPACE 




The leaders for the Sidney 
program are, Angie Boutin, 
Debbie Harris and Vaughan 
Marshall, while the Deep Cove 
Leaders will be Dolina Starr, 
Jody Aylward and Marc 
Drost.
The McTavish Leaders for 
Ihe month of August will be 
Mare Drost and Vaughan 
Marshall.
Should you wish to join us 
for the summer months or 
require further information 
please contact us at the 
C'ommission Office in Sanscha 
Hatl or write to P.O. Box 2368 
or phone 656-6342.
BUS PASSING
Sidney detachment of the 
RCMP have received a number 
of complaints concerning 
drivers passing school buses 
when Ihc back lights arc 
flashing, an indication to stop.
Several people have been 
ehtirged for the violation and 
RCMP spokesmen say there 
will be a concerted effort put 
forth in the next couple of 
weeks to deter this hazardous 
situation.
$200 Theft
Jim Kendrew, 3660 Iona 
Drive in Victoria reported the 
theft of $2(X) worth of tools on 
Wednesday.
The tools were stolen off his 
boat, the Jay D K moored at 
Tisherman’s Wharf.
$70 STOLEN
Mrs. .lanet Brykawski of 
Craigmyle Motel on Betieon 
Avenue, reported ti breaking 
tnul entering in Ihe tool shed 
on the properly.
A pair of shears were used lo 
break the door tind once inside 
thieves took $70 in cash.
The enlprils have not been 
i (I e n t i fie d ,
SPINNA HER POLE 
POUND ON WHARF
Many sirtinge items wind 
up in the lost anti found 
depiirimenl of the Sidney 
RCMP Detaehment, But one 
of the otltlesl in recent months 
has been it brand new spin­
naker pole which Wits found on 
the Siilney wharf.
‘‘It’s t|iiilc a valuable 
item,” said a spokesmtm for 
the RCMP, ‘‘We find il rather 
odd Ihal someone would just 
up and siiil tiway wilhoui il,”
TABLES 
INSTA!LED
The Sidney I ions Chib has 
reeenlly installed Iwo picnic 
ttibles and henehes al the 
Breihoiir Park: in eo-operalion 
with the Town of Sidney 
Works Depi.
Peninsula Recreation Commission
We’re your SUMMER PROGRAM STAFF and







— Out Summer Program 
Co-orclinalor
— Highly c n t liiLS i a s t i c 
towards Arts & CTafts and 
The a tie, and young 




— Competent in swimming 
and a wide variety of 
sports.





— Enjoys hiking, theatre, 
photography, low 
organized activities
— And can draw a smile 
from anyone.
VA UGHN
- SIDNEY ELEMEN- 
lAKY
1 las an abundance of 
creative'ability anrl artistic 
talent whieh includes 
p a i n t i n g , d r a w i n g , 




— 2nd year program 
worker
— An abundance of talent 
in Arts & Crafts
— I ,oves to work with clay
ANGfE
— SIDNEY El.EMEN- 
TARY
— On tlie executive 
com mil tec o f S .T. A. G.
— The designer of the 
Sidney Day Button
— Highly enthusiastic 





Main interest lies in 
music
— Plays the piano and 
saxophone
— Loves hor.scback riding 
and outdoor activities
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CHAMBER HEARS ABOUT CEPEX WORKINGS
Dr. Wallace Explains Its Function And Role
Dr. C'lordoii Wallace i.s an 
integral part of an in­
ternational oceanographic 
CNpcrinicnt being condiictccl at 
Ihtt Bay and explained his role 
to Sitiney ainl North Saanich 
Chamber ol' Commerce 
rimrstlay.
As guest speaker, Dr 
Wallace, an oceanographic 
clicmist, explained that the 
C o n t r o 11 e d Ii c o s y s t e m 
I’olliition I'Xiieriment looks at 
oiganisms in their natural 
environment and not 
separately from the ecosystem.
“We introtluee different 
concentrations of pollutants 
into the marine life system and 
observe the effects on plant 
and animal life,’’ he said.
“(Inc animal or plant does 
not exist separately from 
anotlier, if one is contaminated 
then the whole life chain is 
affected,” Dr. Wallace ex- 
plained, and that is why it is 
essential to introduce a 
pollutant into an entire system.
An entire system is captured 
in a large acrylic bag and 
stored under water. Some of 
Ihe bags are 1,300 cubic metres 
in volume wliieh Dr. Wallace 
compared to the size of an 
average sized hotel.
We encounter handling
problems because of the sheer 
volume of the bags, he said 
and recalled a storm a year ago 
whieh dislodged one of the 
containers from its floats and 
il bumped against another bag 
doing $100,000 worth of 
damage.
In order to get identical 
samples, all bags taking part in 
an experiment have to be 
opened and filled 
simultaneously. “Each bag, 
will have a different con­
centration of pollutant in­
troduced into it and wc try to 
determine the effects,” he 
said.
Bccau.se wc u.se up to 20 
variables in each experiment it 
is sometimes hard to say 
definitively that one pollutant 
or natural degeneration is the 
cause of ecosystem damage.
Currently, CEPEX is testing 
mercury in three different 
concentrations during 90 day 
experiments. There is a control 
bag, a bag containing 1 
microgram per litre of mercury 
and another containing 5 
micrograms.
“The largc.st concentration 
of mercury is definitely causing 
damage yet in the lower level 
wc can’t pin-point the damage 
to natural causes or to actual
mercury contamination, he 
said.
The experiments attract 
scientists from all countries 
who are involved in looking at 
the biology and chemistry of 
plankton, salmon and other 
plant and animal life which is 
part of the marine system.
The object is to be able to 
predict the effects of .specific 
amounts of contamination in 
waters with certain parameters 
of plant and animal life. “If 
one species is affected by a 
certain pollutant then the 
entire chain of life could be 
altered and the only way of 
studying this phenomenon is to 
contaminate an entire 
.system,” Dr. Wallace ex­
plained.
Dr. Wallace calmed any 
fears residents may have that 
pollution studiers have done 
more damage than they will 
ever solve. “Wc have only 
done as much damage as 
would be done if one person 
broke a mercury thermometer 
in Saanich Inlet in one year,” 
he said.
The Pat Bay site was chosen 
because of its calm water, 
natural trace metal levels, clear 
water and the large amount of 
organisms that the area
L







DFACON AVE, SIDNEY 65G-U34
supports. “Wc also found it 
extremely easy to launch our 
bags in the area,” he said.
The experiments arc begun 
using small acrylic bags to 
determine if a pollutant will do 
any damage and then larger 
bags are unfurled like an 
accordian underwater by 
divers to collect and contain 
the marine samples.
Divers are not usually 
allowed into the bags once an 
experiment has begun, except 
in emergency situations, as 
they would then have to enter 
all bags as trace metals would 
be left from their tanks. The 
same contamination has to be 
introduced into each bag so 
that the experiment remains 
consistent.
A small volume of water can 
contaminate very easily and 
that’s the reason for the high 
volume cultures, he said.
The international scientific 
crew is now housed in trailers 
at the Pat Bay site and 
shouldn’t be confused with the 
Canadian Oceanographic 
Institute now under con­
struction in the same vicinity.
The $42 million department 
of the environment project will 
be one of the largest 
oceanographic institutes on the
west coast of North America.
Dr. Wallace said the three 
and one-half year old project 
could be a long term thing but 
added that the site requires $1 
million a year to maintain and 
scientific funding is shrinking.
The National Scientific 
Foundation, a U.S. 
government agency funded the 
capital costs of setting up and 
any scientist using the facility
goes to Ivis own government 
with experimental propo.sals 
and arranges his own finan­
cing.
Dr. Wallace is in his 
second .season with CEPEX, is 
originally from Rhode Island 
and studied at the University 
of Georgia.
The chamber of commerce is 




Stephen John Akam, 1927 
Barrett Drive, lost control of 
his vehicle and ran into a tree 
on MacDonald Park Road 
Friday.
Akam was charged in the 
incident for accelerating too 
fast.




Adrian P. Vanstolk, 7272 
Piecrest Terrace, was charged 
with failure to stop at a stop 
sign when he struck a car 
driven by Donald E. Norbury, 
2011 Barrett Drive.
There was a total of $1,800 
damage as a result of the 
accident which occurred 
Wednesday evening at ‘ the
Birkby Melville Griffiths, 
10319 Booth, and John A. 
McKay, #419-1433 Faircliffe 
Lane, Victoria, collided at the 
intersection of Resthaven 
Drive and Henry Avenue-last 
Saturday.
There was a total of $400 
damage to both cars, but no 
charges were laid.
Tools Taken
$500 worth of tools were 
stolen from the Institute of 
Oceanographic Science on 
Friday morning.
Norman Todd, an officer at 
the institute, reported the theft
Seventy-one year old champion rower, John 
Newman (left) is being challenged by shipwright Tim 
Tue in the Great Sidney Rowing Review. Newman 
has consented to lend Tue one of his own hand 
eraltcd racing boats so that he niay be better 
equipped to lest his prowess against Newman.
A reward of $100 has been put up to anyone who 
can beat Newman rowing a craft not greater in length 
than 17 feel.
“1 want lo win that money,” said Tue today.
‘‘It’ll be the hardest $100 you ever tried to earn in 
your life.” quipped Newman, who told The Review 
that since last year’s race he had rowed some 700 
mile.s'jusl in practice sessions.
It lis not known whether Mr. Tue has been un­
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Mrs. Nancy Case from Tipperary, Ireland, is a guest for two 
months at the home of her sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. Patterson, 1439 Stelly’s Cross Road,.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Rice of 5955 West Saanich Road, with 
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Loveless 
and grandsons Matthew and Edward, of 5825 West Saanich 
Road, enjoyed a five day trip to Eureka, California, where they 
attended the wedding of Mr. Rice’s cousin. Miss Deborah Simas 
to Mr. Bill Styles. Also attending the wedding was (he bride’s 
grandmother, Mrs. A.W. Rice of Bakerview Avenue, Sidney.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Nankivell of Kamloops are happy (o 
announce the birth of their second son, Nathan dc Mowbray, on 
May 23rd. Mrs. Nankivell will be remembered as Wendy Brown, 






Evening Play only ’3“ 
afler 7:30 P.M.
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1^. . SX, Members of the First Tsartlip Haida, 
Thunderbird and Nootka cub packs recently 
spent a weekend camping out on Sidney Island, 
courtesy of the owner of that island Jack Todd.
The occasion was the annual three day cub 
camp and some 61 boys attended, all of whotn 
were between eight and ten years old.
The weekend activities were just coming to a 
close when a Review photographer joined the 
group.
It brought back memories of my youth to 
watch those youngsters in action,” said 
photographer Joshua Perlmutter. “They left the 
grounds perfectly clear of paper or other refuse 
and actually seemed to enjoy the task of clearing 
up.”
1
:'John Hall, a veteran scout and cub leader, kept a 
.1 weather eye on the various activities.
::: GUIDE-SCOUT
j'.’,'. On June 12 a gathering was 
' ; Itcld in the Guide and Scout 
;^vHall, Sidney, when some 70 
-:;ieaders, helpers and their 
spouses, along with members 
the group Committees of 
>each organization, celebrated 
" .the end of the Guide-Scout 
Year. At this supper meeting, 
: -both Gerry F'lint and Tom 
!.d<obinson were thanked for
GA THERING
their many years with the Cub 
packs and on their retirement 
were presented with tokens of 
appreciation.
To the many parents who 
have supported the Guide and 
Scout groups this year and in
the past thanks are due for 
continued encouragement in 
these twin movements.
:
Some of the younger lads like Glen Backhaus ended 
up with more gear on their backs than many a veteran 
hiker could carry.
OPEN TUESDAY through SUNDAY
SMORGASBORD LUNCH 
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun. 
SMORGASBORD EVENING 




Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVL 656-3621
Reserve Early 656''3541
-Service scout Michael Dean (left) and Andy Neville 
(holding totem) appeared to thoroughly enjoy their 
stay on Sidney Island.
NEW HUMAN WASTE COMBUSTION UNIT 
USES NO WATER, NO ELECTRICITY, NO 
CHEMICALS, AND NO SEWAGE HOOK UP.
«Ar«i-on 17/ID PI US TAX *625°° or 'F.O.fi. VICTORIA
FOR INFORMA TION PHONE 





SATURDAY — SUNDAY — AAONDAY 
JUNE 26th — 27th — 28th
8 REGULAR LOW PRICES





3032 JUTLAND 2120 KEATING X RD. X \ 5
Victoria Central Saanich
KciiiinK 0
cPhone 386-8222 Phone 652-5632
0-
(Closed Sunday) (Open Sunday) ______________________
71 YEAR OLD 
JOHNNEWMAN
On Thursday, July 1st, 1976, un­
defeated rowing champion John Newman 
will enter the four mile open pulling boat 
contest in THE GREAT SIDNEY 
ROWING REVIEW.
And I, Lt. Colonel James Brown- 
Hardinge (Ret.) am willing to pay a bounty 
of $100.00 to the person who can cross the 
finish line ahead of him. This task must be 
accomplished in a craft not greater in 
length than 17 ft.; however, I am willing to 




GREA T SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW.
















\'(.'iKk)i iiuiy ac-cciM a trade and 
will can\' ;i huge second 
inoiletiee on this eiistom built 
,aneh style home near Sidney.
1 \erythine about this 
luMurous home, from the 
hetiieil swimming |sool, to the 
anitine rirephiee, lo the 
eintilhiting sea tind mountain 
views ftiditites a home life of 
.oml'ori. With sun room, large 
■'arage, .64 acres with approx. 
Is I'ruil trees and many more 
extnis, at S95.000.00 this home 







Two year old quality home in 
immaculate condition. 
Comprising 4 bdrms., 3 
bathrooms, custom build rock 
fireplace, full basement, PLUS 
filtered swimming pool (37 x 
13) surrounded with cedar 
fence and easy care garden. 










Situated on an appealing 
corner lot. This attractive 2 
bedroom no basement home is 
just a nice walk away from 
Sidney Shopping 




tool) GovernmentSt. Victoria 
381-8124
NO STEP BUNGALOW
I'his 11.15 sq. ft., 3 bedroom 
home is attractive from the 
outside and comfortable on the 
inside. Owner has redecorated 
exterior and is presently 
ledecorating interior. Move in 
with little maintenance worries 







riiurs., I'ri. 5-9 p.m. 
Saturday 1-4 p.m.
Only six homes left, be sure to 
sec these excellent new homes 
this week, many exciting extras 
such as Culligan water sof­
tener, piped for vacuum 
system. Thermopane windows 







The view is magnificent from 
this .7 acre lot on Saturna 
Island. This well treed lot has a 
southerly exposure 







refurbished, located on a quiet 
tvenue in Sidney not far from 







Waterfront lot on Surfside 
Place (off Beaufort Rd.) in 
area of fine homes. All services 
underground. Good easily 
accessible beach. Magnificent 
view. $54,500. M.L.S.
Help Wanted
WANTED, TWO PART TIME SALES PER­
SONS FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, 
COMMENCING July 1st. Apply In person. 
Don Sulhorlond. 10 a.m. to noon. 2505 
Beacon Avo. 25-1
PART OR FULL TIME PERSONNEL required, 
no experience necessary, must hove car. 
Applications from both sexes welcome. 
For personal interview call 656-7249. 25-1
THERE’S AN AVON TERRITORY open in 
Sidney. We're looking for someone to call 
on the customers there. It could be you. 
Call Mrs. McCartney, 384-7345.. 25-1
FOR FOUR MONTH OLD BABY, your place 
or mine, preferably Deep Cove area. 656- 
5160 25-1
Home Services & ■
Equipment For Sale
NEW LIFE LIQUID FERTILIZER, applied. 
$20.00, average lawn or garden. 385- 
5475.
RESIDENTIAL Construction, additions and 
renovations. Norm Friesen. 595-1871. 9-tl






Well established small grocery 
business. Located just south of 
Sidney, a good si/.cd lot with a 
good < View. All necc.ssary 
equipment included, living 
quarters on same level as .store 
— consists of 2 bedrooms, 
large living room, kitchen and 
ba'ili. Ideal for scmi-rclired 
couple. For full details and 







Four year old three bedroom 
split level home situated on 
eul-de-sae. Quality shag 
earpeling ihroughoiil, raised 
hearth fireplace, “1." shaped 
living-dining room with sliding 
glass door lo deck. Large lot 
nicely landscaped with 
variety of fruit trees, shrubs 
and flowers. Vegetable garden 





House built for the active 
family. 3 bdrms, 2 up and one 
down, L-sliapcd living-dining 
area with sliding glass doors lo 
sundeck, kitchen with good 
eating area, two 4 pc. 
bathrooms, large den with 
fireplace, good sized rcc. room 
with 4x8 slate pool table 





Waterfront acre in Moses 
Point area with surperb view 
from charming post and beam 
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, fireplaces in living 
and den. Landscaped for easy 




SANITARY GARBAGE Service. 
Clean-Up. Roy Bowcott. 656-'!920.
Sidney
36-tf
ENGLISH IRONSTONE WARE: 7 dinner 
plates. 6 side plates, 5 cups and saucers, 
6 cereal bowls, 7 fruit noppes, 1 cream 
jug, 1 sugar, 1 oval veg. dish, 34 pieces, 
$25.00. ENGLISH IRONSTONE WARE: 4 
dinner plates, 8 luncheon plates, 6 side 
plates, 6 cereal bowls, 6 fruit nappes, 3 
green saucers, 2 brown saucers, 6 cups, 1 
milk jug, I large sugar bowl, 1 cream jug,
2 open veg. dishes, 46 pieces, $35.00. 
WHITE AND GOLD BONE CHINA: 4 dinner 
plates, 4 side plates, 4 cups and saucers,
3 soup bowls, 1 cream jug, I sugar bowl,
1 small platter, 18 pieces. $12.00. Also 
one garden table and umbrello, $25.00. 
Phone 656-4327. 25-1
Coming Events
BINGO K OF P HALL. 8 p.m., every 
Thursday. Everybody welcome. 1 -tf
26 INCH, 5 H.P. Riding Lawn Mower, used 
4 months. $300.00. Phone 656-3514. 25-1
PLATFORM SCALE, weighs up to 600 lbs. 
$100.00. Phone656-3514. 25-1




GARAGE SALE. June 27, 1:00 p.m. 12 ft. 
Zodiac boa^: 1975 Evinrude 9'/? motor; 
children's toys, skates: electric train, 
bikes, junior pool table, etc. 8100 MePhoil 
Rd., Soanichton offWest Saanich. 25-1
THE BAHAI COMMUNITY INVITES YOU to
a presentation of world unity. Time 8:00 
p.m,, June 28. Place, Sidney Hotel. For 
further information call 385-8131. "O 
Contending Peoples end Kindreds of the 
Earth Set Your Faces Towards Unity, ond 
Let the Radionce of Its Light Shine Upon 
You". 23-3
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, June 26, 10 
a.m. - 2 p.m. 9780 Fourth St., behind the 
post office. All welcome. 25-1
WOMEN’S GOSPEL MEETING. Sidney 
Bible Chapel, Monday, June 28, 2:30 p.m. 
Speaker Mrs. Richard Mitchell, 













Owner Wilf Dorman gives 







A sunny acre with rich black 
soil and a cute, 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, no step rancher, 
finished in wood siding, used 
brick and cedar shakes. Live 
off the land! Asking $91,000.
REAL ESTATE?
THINK
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno Von 
Schuckmann, phone 656-1990.
FURNACES a DUCTWORK sucked clean 
with high powered truck mounted 
vacuum unit. Call Peninsula Chimney 
Service. 656-4295, also for conventional 
brush 8 vacuum cleaning of chimneys, 
furnaces, stoves, etc. 34-tf
DEEP WELL PUMP; 10 gal. crock: electric 
floor polisher. 656-2866. 25-1
WOOD FRAMED WINDOWS, good con­
dition. One 48 V* in. x 49 in., two 48V4 in. 
X 25'/4 in. SI 5.00 set. 656-4660. 25-1
ANTIQUE. TWO. OAK DINING chairs; 
swivel rocking chair, phone 656-5847. 25-
WILL TRADE HOOVER SPIN washer for 
older automatic washer. 656-3168. 25-1
NOTICE is hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change ,of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the “Change of 
Name Act,” by me:— laurnis 
Kieth Lynn of 10494 Jocelyn 
Place in Sidney, in the 
Province of British Columbia.
To change my name from 
Laurinis Kieth Lynn to 
Lawrence Keith Lynn.
Dated this 17 dat of June, 
A.D. 1976.
FIREPLACE WOOD, cedarposts, custom 
tree falling. $45.00 per cord: $30.00 per 
half cord. Delivered. Phone 656-4213. 7-tf
df:ep cove
100x120, treed, seaview lot, 
across from Marina. Water 
mains. Asking $32,500. - ■ ■
[Est. 1912]
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
5.42 acrf:s
Delightful North Saanich 
properly in rural setting. 
Property is level and partially 
cleared. 2 year old 2 bedroom 
home ol'just over 12000 sep ft. 
MLS. $115,000.
4 BEDROOMS
3 on the muin llooi plus 1 in 
the partially developed attic. 
I bis is an older home tluit has 
been updated and added on to. 
Excellent Sidney location. 
MLS. $52,500.
jAmes white blvd.
On a full half acre, this 3 
bedroom basement home with 
separate' garageAvorkshop. 
Immediate possession. Clear 
title. $61,900.









2 bedroom home til 9601 5th 
St,, Sidney. Reeenlly refur- 
bished ilirougboiil, Lane in 
retir. Now vtteanl. Must be 
sold. MLS, $45,000,
AMELIA AVE.
3 bedroom basement home, 
plus extra bedroom and rcc. 
room. Central location. 
Carden well eiillivalcd. Clear 
title. $58,900.
VICTORIA REALTY LTD.




The world al your feet. 7'A 
acres, top of a hill. 360 degree 
view, blacktop road and 
















NOTICE is hereby given to 
creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of the 
above named deceased, who 
died in Victoria, British 
Columbia, on May 21, 1976, 
are hereby required to send 
them properly verified to 
William D. MacLeod, 9060 
'Last Saanich Road, Sidney, 
B.C. V8L 1H5, before the 9th 
day of July, 1976, after which 
dale the Executor will 
distribute the said estate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto, having regard only to 
the claims of which they then 
have notice.
WILLIAM D. MacLEOD 
Executor 
23-4




Estate of (he deceased: 
THOMPSON, ROBERT, late 
of 697 Bradley Dyne Avenue, 
Sidney, B.C.
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said cstate(s) 
are hereby required to send 
them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
Biirrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 3L7, before the 5th 
of August, 1976 after which 
dale the assets of the said 
eslate(s) will be distributed, 
having regard only to claims 
tliat have been received.





3 BEDROOM HOUSE, $350.00 month. In 
Sidney. Phono 656-3394 after 5 p.m. 25-1
•BLUE WA I F.RS”
Deluxe 2 bedroom imil in tliis 
q u a 1 i t y eo n il o m i n i u m . 
tom pi el el y deco ra led, 




Ideal for relirenient, this 
immaeulale 2 beiltoom liome 
with full bttsemenl is siiiiaiod 
on a ,68 acre lot. Separate 
garane, chicken house, fully 






REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
Ntiturv Ptililiv
HOUSE PLUS LO F
Located on Malavicw Ave, 
Oltler home on one lot plus 
anolliei 50x120 lot. $62,5(X). 
MIS.
SIDNF’.V A( RE
t'o/y ?. bedroom home on 1 
iiere of land, tlood location for 
development once water 
arrives, Ml S. $67,500.
3.5 At RES
In Saanieli on t'ahleeoil Rtl 
Beaulifnlly Heed area 
Seeluiled, $55,(K)0,
SIDNEY
.1 bedroom unit of apinox. 
1050 SI], ft. of convenient 
living space and lots of slorttge 
area, W-W throiiglioiii. 
Separate wired workshop, 
patio and fenced privacy yard. 
New MLS.
$45,()()()
FARM FOR RENT, noar Pat Bay, five acres, 
4 bedroom house, 11 barns for 
greenhouses. Apply to 631 Spoiidor Dr. 
Richmond, B.C. 277-1680. 22-4




See our display greenhouse at Elk Lake 
Garden Centro.
For information, brochures, write 783 
Hutchinson, Victoria, B.C., or phono 385- 
2041 or 305-8445 anytime. 25-4
MODERN OFFICE accommodation with |
olovolor available in Sidney Professional 
Centro, 9775 Fourth St., Pacific Strata 
Services Ltd. 386*2437. 15-tf
AGRICULTURAL LAND for lease, fi' 
ocros on Wallace Drive, opposite Cen­
tennial Park. Contact 656-2636; 656-57 39; 
656*4066. 23*2
CASH FOR PIANOS or player pianos, any
condition. 477*6439. __ 26-tl
WANTED, SOLID MOVABLE work bench, 
Approx. 24x60 inches, Phono 652-3015. 
25*1
ELDERLY LADY WISHES tn huy some old 
fui nituro. Phone 656*5047. 25-1
9725 ZNDSI RKKT 
Almost complete 1206 sq, fl. 
ito step honte in the heart of 
Sidney. Bow window frametl 
with stone facing on either 
siile, 3 hetlroom, master en- 
suiie; floor lo ceiling wraiv 
aroiind slate fireplace is the 
focal point of the gooti size 
living room and of the en- 
liiinee way. I'hermo wimlows, 
eleelric heal anil quality 
carpets,
$56,()()()
WANTED, LARGE ROOM lor 




ADAPTAntE, 17 yoar old, l.oril ol 
hoarlnrr main bindnni snokf, hutntn.rr job. 
I'bonobOb-MOS, 25-1
1971 PINTO 2000 CC, spood doluxo 
inodol. Oilginal ownor usnd as socond 
car. 35000 milns, now radlals. b56-(i3n2.
2 5 1
DAY CARE MY HOME, linxiblo hoars, 658- 
5525, 25-1
RELIAHU 13 year old nOY wlshos 
gardaning wotk, nlc, Knowlaclgnnhlti, 
sltofig, goodworkor. Phono (fi5r)-50ni, 25-
1974 PINTO STATION WAGON, Coonlty 
Sgoirn sidns, 17000 milns, onn ownni, 
nKcnIl.inl condilioir, Coninrt W. Ilnlinon, 
(iWi llhhh Ini lulhni inlormolion, 75-1
At the first of two awards 
programs sehcdulcd for this 
month al Claremont Secon­
dary School presentations were 
made in the areas of Athletic 
Scrolls and Academic Subject 
Awards lo a large number of 
oiilsianding students.
Individual Athletic Scrolls 
were presented lo more Ihan 
170 students who had par­
ticipated in al least one 
representative team for 
Claremont during the 1975-76 
school year.
Sports involved in the award 
presentation were: junior 
rugby; junior basketball; track 
and field; cross country; 
badminton; tennis; swimming; 
girls basketball, volleyball, 
field hockey and soccer; boys 
basketball, volleyball, rugby 
and soccer.
In tlie aeademie subject 
awiirds, A.,I, Bryant, co­
ordinator for the arts- 
biimiinilies areas, handled first 
section of presentations whieh 
involved the following 
sHidenls;
handled first section of 
presentations which involved 
the following students:
rerri Poison, Josephine 
Deelman, Diane Mars, Darlene 
Poison, l lelemut Huber, Dave 
Lazarz, Wendy Chung, Kim 
Munro, Mike Dorran, Ian 
Donaldson, Debbie Galloway, 
Rob Lieberman, Larry Clarke, 
Dixon Eng, Willie Wagen- 
sveld, Roger Hodgkin, Chris 
L'uller, Marion Van’l Rict, 
Kristie Lorbes, Leslie Heron,
.lulin Bnicf Bus. 656-.I928 
Rfs. 656-2023 or 656-6151 
SIDNEY REAI I V I.FD.
miNKING 
Ol A HOME- 
IN BREN rWOOD?
riteit tliink about this, .1 
bedrooms, U/j baths, large 
living room and dining room 
with fireplace, bcaulifiil, 
briglil kiielien with large eating 
area. Superb finishing work 
and malcri;il. Sited on ;i need 
seeliiileil lot with landscaping, 
rhis brand new luune at the 
iiffoidable price of $71,-UK),
( AI,L.IOHN MEAUS 
598-3321 598-7809
for full ili'liiils 
JAC K MEAUS 
OAK BAY REALTY
( UIM EISPOINI
S|recliieiilar sett view lots in one 
of llie most desirnhle areas of 
Non It Saanich. Wells are in 
ami building sites are 
prepaied.
$50,000
BI I FY Du l EMIM-E 
656-551 1 Res. 652-.3219
Sparliug Real Eshiti' Lid.
1
A.F.C. CONTRACTORS. Painting: enrpol, 
lino Inninllnlion. Col rains li\ olinci, 558- 
1015. 2211,
Pereonalsi
DUTCH GARDENER AVAIlAntE lor Skinny 
nnd llrnirlwDoil nroos, Gooti work- 
mnnsHIp, Rnnr,onnblo ptltot,. No |ol) loo 
liig, 655 3297, Uio Loddors, 2 Ml
SIDNEY ROTOVATINO, 50 Intli Rolovalot. 
PrompI coorinoos snivlcn, 555-t7-lll. 15 I(
CARPENTER HeKS JoRS ol ni\y kind, 
kirgn or .moll. Addlllom., .ondoik#, 
carpoilu, lonovollont., olr, 555 54117, 2M
'afc contractors
I'olnllng, llnoh, oi\d foipnl im,lnll(tlion, 
555 ioi5Qr.'in;i wur; v.i n
ODD tons, BASEMENTS, GAHAGIS, 
ollin, rlonnod ool nignni/nd, lltoi.h 
iloot.Ml, towns loow.td oiol Ifhtmo*,! 
poiirllng, lonsliorlion, oi onylldng nli 
yoo hiivo in mind. Pluino Miko, (.55 2757 
nllioMp.m.
SIDNEY AREA DAILY CHILD CARE, 2' i • 5
ynarii, Iwo womnn In oMondanco, 555- 
7,819 dnys, (,55-4557 ovnnings and 
w.rnknnds. 25-1
IN Coving " MEMojtv oi w.g. ciown,
Wollnr Avn., 5ldnny, who passnil owny 
Jonn 21, 1975. randly lomomhninil hy Ills 
wlln and Innrlly, 25 1
Tor nppolnlmnnl phono 
15.It
Debbie Perry, Linda Perry,
Don Me/Ndam, Kalhy Kirkby, 
.lanine Gagnier, Naney 
Graham, Kim Arnot, Ltiiirie 
Peek', Michelle Sehofield, 
Davina Wyatt, Marion Van'l 
Riel, Sandy Sehild, Deanna 
Vosper, I'llea Hammiek, 
Diane Water, Debbie 
Linnell, Kim Knowlsoii, Collin 
Knight, Lisa riiiney, Dave
ear piercing,
55/|.5403, __________ _____
'YOUR fUllER BRUSH lopinHonltillvn K 
Noimoh Moll, 555-493II. 49 It
■Y.'i-n
TO BUY OR SKLL 
OREOR HEAL ESTATE 
ASSISTANCE 
CALL BOB HAGUE 
'21 UiK
D.F'. llaulry (Vgeiii'lt'S Ltd. 
a'Jlia Douglas Sf.
exceptional home cake hy dndkrilixl
proflifol norun, nvninighi doty only Tolnl 








Conodn tniin laUnir Pool 
#205 3400 Dooglni St, 
3112 4275
SANAM SHAIIPENING UO, 
174nMI, N»wlonXHd, 
6S2-329S






PlilMOr, |ointoi (k klUign knlvon 
l««ai» S pink Inn i.honii,
Gnrdun InoU
24 2





lUinran Av«t,, Sidni.y, B C.
SIDNEY NEARIV NEW, 01(1 and Anligooi. 
97111 Socond 51, Phono (iW.-tlSI I, I9 ll
Dando, ,Allison Ik'den, Mike 
loakley, Clttis l'uller, Mark 
I Infer, Naney Grtiltam, 
I'ammy Meliiyk, .lean Wliile.




More titan $300 found ils 
way Itaek lo ils owner last week 
lltanks to llie efforls of an 
lionesi resident,
H.M, Allan, 103.58 
Bowerltank, I'otind it wallet 
eonlainiag $347,42 al Swartz 
Hay and promptly mined il 
over lo Sidney RC’MP office. 
Police have loeated Ihe 
owner.
TH( rnanwiNa nnsoM 
MC nnutsun to cnNtwn
lllf WAfllSI WT/tCIIMINT 
IK Till lU-MF,
lim AN mniNi niunNAi MrssAni
Mr. Wnllnr Schlondnr, 
Vnnroovor, B.C,
Mr. A.P. Wynll, Cnlgniy, | 
AlhntIn,
Mrii. tarry Mills, |
tdinonloM, Alio.
Ilaihnia Smilh, Edmonton, 
Altn.
Mr, Wayno Cntpnndnr, | 
tnunri,
M( , Hudgoi Liigitd.,
MonIrnnI, Oon.
Mt. Bnh Amcolmonl, I 
Alaska,
Mr. loin MiKiichnlnol, 
Sfniinnd
Mr. Hohntl Coin, Ynknma, | 
Wmh.






BEACON AT 1ST STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS. FRI. SAT.
We reserve the right 
to limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a.m. to6:00 p.m. 






.auric I’eel, Chris Jones, 
Miclielle Seliofield, Lynne 
McKean, l.isa Atkinson, Pal 
Me/\llisier, James Adams, Bill 
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VOLUNTEERS SUPPLY LABOR
To Build New Dickson Park
STAG VOLUNTEERS LEND A HAND
OBITUARIES
HARVEY
On June 16, 1976, at the 
residence, Lewis Harvey aged 
86 years ol' 2820 Miisgravc St., 
born in Oxford, England, 
resident here since 1944, 
formerly of Asiniboia, Sask. 
lor many years. He is survived 
by his wife, Anne; 4 sons, 
Wilfred in .Assiniboia, Alan in 
Stavely, Alberta, Ken in 
Victoria and Robert in Sidney. 
B.C.; 2 daughters, Mrs.
Dorothy Davidson of 
C'hcltenham, Ontario, and 
Mrs. Viola Humphrey of 
Moose .hiw, Sask.; 13 gran­
dchildren; 3 great­
grandchildren; 1 sister, Maude 
in England.
PRIVATE funeral service in 
the FWMILY CHAPEL of 
McCall Bros. (Flowers 
gratefully declined. Donations 
if desired, may be made to the 
Cancer Lund, 857 Caledonia 
Ave.)
HUMBLE
At Rest Haven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C.* on June 19th, 
1976, Mr. Henry Villard 
Humble, age, 74 years. Born in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota and 
had been a resident of Sidney , 
B.C. for the past 18 years. 
Residing al 9560 Fifth Street, 
formerly of Unity, Sask. He 
leaves his loving wife. Ida, at 
home, sons, Melvin, Prince 
Albert, Sask., and Irvin, 
Estevan, Sask., daughters, 
Lorraine Caldwell, Comox, 
B.C., Hazel Griese, Calgary, 
Alta., Muriel Rose. 
Philadelphia, Pa., 8 grand­
children, brother, Ralph, 
Kindersley, Sask., sisters, 
Esther, Hazel and Verna.
Service w'as held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Tue.sday, June 
22nd. 1976 at 2:45 p.m. Rev. 
R.H. Pratt officiating. Flowers 
giiUcfully declined. Those so 
desiring may contribute to the 
Canadian Arthritic Society,
DRUMMOND
Kathleen, beloved wife of Dr, 
W.A. Drummond, in 
IC'si haven hospital, Sidney, 
11.C., June 17ih, 1976. Born in 
Billie, Manitoba, November 
lih, 1907. Survived by her 
laisbantl, dtmghter, Mrs. J.P. 
(I’aliicia Anne) l.atiener; 
Ciu|iiiilam, B.C., setn; Peter
Charles, Vancouver, B.C.; 
brother, D.S. Patterson, 
Weston, Ontario; five gran­
dsons.
Memorial .service to be held 
at Sorrento, B.C. at a later 
date. Flowers gratefully 
declined. Arrangements 
through the Memorial Society 
of B.C. and Fir.st Memorial 
Services Ltd., Victoria.
McGRAW
Mrs. Helen Ethel McGraw 
ot 820 Tye Road, Santa 
Barbara, California, on 
Friday, June 11, 1976 at the 
age of 68 years in the Pinecrest 
Hospital. Born in Lethbridge, 
Alberta and with her late 
husband, Alexander, 
resided in Sidney, B.C. where 
they owned and operated 
Sidney Furniture on Second 
Street before leaving for 
California. She is survived 
By one son. Lex McGraw, 
Sctiltle, Washington; 
daughters, Marilyn McGraw, 
Santa Barbara, California; 
Mrs. Myrtle Obert, New 
Orleans, Louisiana; two 
brothers, Charles and Ronald 
Cilass, Calgary; sister-in-law, 
Miss Mary McGraw, Sidney, 
B.C., and two grandchildren, 
Steven and Elizabeth Orbet, 
New Orleans.
A two acre plot of land was 
the focal point of activity 
Saturday for Dickson Avenue 
residents and seven Sidney 
Fccn Activity Grotip members.
Fhe plot was reserved as 
ptirk land when the region on 
tlic west side of East Saanich in 
the vicinity of Dickson was 
subdivided for development.
Ten regulars make up the 
nucleus of a loosely formed 
iissociation of Dickson area 
residents who volunteer labor 
to build the youngster’s 
pltiyground.
“Wc arc now in the process 
of clearing and cleaning up the 
a c r e tl g e , ’ ’ association 
spokesman Bill llott said.
The group has had three 
morning work parties of three 
hours each and two evening 
two hour sessions and a lot of 
background planning has 
taken place, llott .said.
“We certainly appreciate the 
STAG members coming out 
today to help us,” he said.
In addition to the volunteers 
the municipality of North 
Saanich is also involved in the





4271 SHELBOURNE ST., VICTORIA 
PICK UP AND DELIVERY
WHELDON MEATS LTD.
■' . ‘ ■ , mmtrrmm' '
100 PER CENT SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED
Servicing restaurants, In­
stitutions & home freezers 478-1281
GRADE A 1&2 SIDES 95’ lb.
GRADE A 1&2 HINDS lb. 














• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING





2400 MT. ST. MICHAEL RD. 
R.R. 1 Saanichton, D.C.
• REPAIRS TO;
Hoavy Duly Equlpmonl 
PloasuroCratl Powor Units 
A SHOP ON WHEELS 
AT REASONABLE RATES 
Call Ray Howard all 




Rosiclonllal ■ Cointnurclal 
R Goll Courso Conslrucllon
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project doing as much with 
their equipment as is possible. 
The municipality have graded 
the perimeter of the park, cut 
some bush and tall grass and 
installed a chain-link fence to 
segregate the park from neigh­
bouring homes.
The municipality have also 
supplied logs and fittings for 
different swing and climbing
devices the volunteers will 
a.sscmble on the site.
“We want to have the same 
sort of equipment that is at 
Tuli.sta park,” llott said.
Our plan is- to get the 
property seeded and to get a 
regular grass cutting 
arrangement with North 
Saanich, he Said.
LAKE
On June 20, 1976, at Rest 
Haven Hospital, Sidney, 
following a lengthy illness, 
Mrs. Mary Jane Lake aged 82 
years. Widow of Wilbert 
Edgar Lake, she leaves 2 sons, 
Edgar in Vancouver and
Obituary
Charles of Central Saanich; 1 
granddaughter, 1 sister in 
Meadow Lake, Sask.
PRIVATE service in the 
FAMILY CHAPEL of McCall 
Bros, on Thursday June 24th 
at 11:00 a.m. with the Rev. 
M.H. Adams officiating. 
(Flowers gratefully declined)
BILL BRAIN ROOFING DANISH
New and Old Roofs 
Applied, Reapirs UPHOLSTERY
FREE ESTIMATES Ropelri • Any ilia boot end trollor cuthloni • custom mado furnituro.
652-2358 Brentwood Bayshopping Contra 6o/-i5Vl
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
presents Feature Film
"DR. ZHIVAGO'if I
FRIDAY, JUNE 25—DOORS OPEN 7:00 P.M. 
PARKLAND SCHOOL 
NON MEMBERS $1.25 
MEMBERS $.75 
Open to the General Public
.... ....
TWO NEW SIDNEY HOMES
2 large bedroom homes with fireplace, concrete 
driveway, electric baseboard, 1100 sq. ft., no basement, 
1'/; blocks off Beacon. $53,000. Financing Available.
PHONE 656-3147
Building Maintenance Drapes and Upholstery

































N.w Hom.i • Cabln.li Cuilom build 









A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For tho Ponlniula, Phono
KURTSTRICKER 








Painting: Carpel, Lino 


















Rotovate level cultivating 








Landscaping - Gardens 
Patios and Rock Work













Industrial • Rosidonfial 
Commercial Wiring 
Polos and Lino Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 







tochnlclnn with 3S yuan 






25 yoors oxporlonco 
Rosldontiol • Commorciol 
Industrial




















Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating






• BACK HOE WORK
• CAT WORK
• TRUCKING
"No job too largo 
or too small"





















































Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
2335 AMITY DR.
COR. PAT BAY HWY
10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 
Closed Sundays & Mondays
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS
For survko and repairs lo all mokos 
of Sowing Machines. 25 years ex- 
porionco.
FREE ESTIMATES 










^ STEP TO 
BETTER HEALTH 
Mrs, Dorothy Brooks 
No. 102-9661 Third St. 
656-2515
SIDNEY GLASS




Iniurenca Clalmi Promptly Hundlad
9812 Fourth 656-1313
Sidney Rotovating




Export Gordon Sorvico 






3470 Haucon Ava,, SIdnay 
Chlnufcu U, Cuiuidlnn Cul.lnu 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL 
Pick UpOrdartO*/. oil 
OlIRNEWtlQURSi
Mon. loSul. 11 (i.in.'lt p.m.
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E
SIDNEY DA Y EVENT.
lULSlinSJ BgS
Kinsmen Dance 
Lion’s Pancake Breakfast 
Great Sidney Rowing Review 
Underwater Treasure Hunt 
Men’s Softball Tournament
Sidney Day Parade 
Kinsmen Bar-b-que Salmon 
Kinsmen Bavarian Gardens 




Parade Trophy Presentation 
Races and Mini-Olympics 
Stage Show
For more detailed Sidney Day schedule
seepage 9
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BACKGROUND TO THE ROWING REVIEW
Brown-Hardinge Offers A. Bounty On Newman




2348 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY
(56-5561
652-3981






The Great Sidney Rowing 
Review was originally 
conceived five years ago by 
William Garden an in­
ternationally known naval 
architect who maintains an 
island residence near 
Sidney. He and local 
yachtsman Bert Keates 
drew up plans for the first 
race, carefully charting out 
routes and calculating the 
approximate time involved 
to cover each course.
In that first year of the 
rowing race a committee 
was formed to run the 
event. Judge Keates took 
the helm of this august 
body assisted by other 
seaminded people such- as 
Paul Stenner, Lt. Colonel 
James Brown-Hardinge 
(Ret) and various and
sundry persons attached to 
The Sidney Review.
Numerous businesses and 
not a few individuals 
contributed prize money for 
the pulling boat races. Such 
firms as Phillbrook’s 
Shipyard, Bosun’s Marina, 
Sidney Hotel, Van Isle 
Marina and Island Fur­
niture Mart and also Canoe 
Cove Marina have been 
instrumental in ensuring 
that the race had sufficient 
funding each year to award 
prizes and purchase 
trophies. Paul Whittier of 
Goudge Island stepped 
forward with financial help 
in those early years and has 
continued to back the 
rowing event up to this day.
“Not only has he helped 
us out as far as prize money
is concerned,” said Jud^ 
Keates, “But he also brint 
a high speed launch alom 
the day of the race an! 
takes members of the pre^ 
put to cover the races.”
The Canadian Navy ha\ 
entered the race every yet 
since its inception. “Thel 
won the long distancf 
whaler race the first year,’ 
says Keates. “They had 
whaler loaded to thf 
gunwales with rowersl 
Unfortunately the Sidnef 
craft sprung a leak part waf 
around and almost smik.”
“The next year thi 
Sidney team bought an olj 
naval whaler for $15 fror 
Crown Assets. A largf 
tomcat could have walkel 
through the holes in it 
Continued on Page 3
S'
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 
R.R. 3, Sidney, B.C. 
656-2651 656-5811
Whool Londors
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gentleman (Bro wlT 
Hardinge once walked from 
Elk Lake to the Victoria 
Union Club just to save a 
taxi fare) he told The 
Review, he has little fear of 
losing his money.
“I’ve known Newman 
since he was a wee lad,’’ 
said Brown-Hardinge and 
he always had more spunk 
and determination than 
most Canadians I’ve ever 
met. I almost made the 
prize $1000 but I thought 
there would be too many 
entering who would try and 
outdo him.’’ “That only 
crowds up the dock and 
spoild my view.’’
One of the more flam­
boyant entries in past years 
has been the crew of the 
vessel ‘H.P.Sauce’. Dozens 
of paddlers enter this noble
craft and aided by the! 
disguised presence of a| 
pow'erful outboard motor 
fly around the four mile! 
course taunting other! 
rowers and enjoying th- 
mselves immensely.
This year a number of| 
bag pipers will be on hand 
to cheer the rowers on.
“We find that bag pipers 
have an added benefit,’’ 
says Judge Keates.
“Some rowers really j 
dislike them and in their 
effort to get away from 
them they put on speed 
whilst rowing. ”
The race commences on 
July 1st at 9 a.m. and 
entries may be taken right 
up to the day of the race. 
Phone 656-1151 for more 
information.
THE CREW OF THE JOSHUA 
PERLMUTTER CROSSING THE 
FINISH LINE DURING THE 
GREAT SIDNEY ROWING 
REVIEW, AN ANNUAL EVENT, 
WHICH ATTRACTS OARSMEN
FROM NEAR AND FAR. THE 
. CREW, LAST YEAR, WAS URGED 
THROUGH THE FOUR MILE 
PULL BY THE MUSIC OF A PIPER 
SEA TED IN THE BO W OF THE 27 
FOOT BOSTON WHALER.
Continued from Page 2 
planks. These were boarded 
up in time for the second 
annual race and even 
though the crew of the 
JOSHUA PERLMUTTER 
had a man on the pumps 
the entire four miles they 
managed to trounce the 
navy. This winning
tradition was maintained 
until last year when the 
Naval Diving Unit managed 
to scuttle across the finish 
line a few minutes ahead of 
the aged PERLMUTTER.’’
However, the man who 
has put every rower in the 
race to shame is 71 year old 
John Newman a Saanichton
CONGRATULATIONS to 
ALL SIDNEY DAY COWVAAITTEE
from
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411




SidiU'v's ONLY locally owned and operated taxi,
9814 - 4th STREET SIDNEY, B.C,
farmer who rows a lethally 
fast pulling boat 17 feet in 
length almost every day of 
the year — just to keep in 
shape. Over the past four 
years he has won the four 
mile open event each time, 
crossing the finish line 
minutes ahead of any rival.
One year a champion 
rower from San Fransico 
flew all the way to Sidney in 
an attempt to win the 
elaborately carved wooden 
shield, which is the first 
prize for this exciting event.
“The poor chap did his 
best,’’ says Paul Stenner, 
“But Newman soon left 
him astern.”
Last year a CBC 
television interviewer asked 
the Saanichton farmer how 
he managed to win the race 
each year. “I just go fast,” 
he told the newsman.
This year retired British 
army officer James Brown- 
Hardinge of North Saanich 
has put up a ‘bounty’ of 
$100 lo a ‘man or woman or 
beast’ who can out row Mr. 
Newman. Reputed to be a 
rather parsimonious
ALL SIDNEY DAY
For The Times 
Of Your Life 
Record It On Film
INSTANT PASSPORT PHOTOS
AT




THE BEST OF LUCK 
ON
ALL SIDNEY DAY
Meats/Fresh Produce/ Groceries 
BEACON AT 3RD ST.
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BEST OF LUCK to all on ALL SIDNEY
from
JOHN & HELGA DECKER 
Come in and Browse in our Greenhouses
DECKER GREENHOUSES
2036 BAZAN BAY RD. gjg
DAY
-6749
SIDNEY DAY IS BIGGER 
AS EVERYONE PITCHES I,





Extend Warm Greetings To Members 
Of The Sidney Day Committee
Our Best Wishes For 










9817 RESTHAVEN DR. 656-5544
Sidney Day this year 
promises to be bigger and 
better than ever, with local 
merchants, organizations, 
and well-wishers all pit 
ching in to make it a 
celebration to honour our 
growing and prosperous 
town.
On the eve of the big day, 
the Kinsmen will be holding 
their traditional dance at 
Sanscha with two bands 
supplying the music.
At 8 a.m., the Lion’s 
delicious treat for the 
occasion will be a pancake 
breakfast - all you can eat -
y oca
mounties in full dress 
uniform. Fire trucks will 
also be joining the parade.
At the stroke of noon, 
lunch is served in a variety 
of forms, from bar-b-que 
salmon to hamburgers, with 
clam chowder, corn on the 
cob, and other goodies 
available at concession 
stands.
Political dignitaries will 
do the official honours for 
the opening ceremonies and 
disc jockey Gordie Tupper 
is on loan from CKDA for 
the day, acting as MC.
The stage show 
provide some lively en-l 
tertainment with Tony Eng 
and his magic act following! 
an amateur talent 
presentation. Well-known 
area musical group, the 
“Silver-Tones”, will addto| 
the gaiety of the afternoon.
Bingo, races for kids ofj 
all ages, fair games and the 
popular Bavarian gardens 
will carry on through the 
day with fun for the whole 
family.
A STAG dance for the 
teenagers will wrap up the 
day, signing off at 11:30.
\
JOYS OF COTTON CANDY AND THF 
SIDNEY DAY PARAmARE A
to start olf the day right.
Then down to the sea in 
rowboats for the Great 
Rowing Review, complete 
with a regatta of gaffers.
Diving for hidden 
treasure will take place in 
liont of Ihe Sidney Hotel, 
with the men’s softball 
tournament final playoffs 
ttt about (he same 
being hold further up . 
street at Sanscha grounds.
The parade will (roup off 
lioni I’ilth and Malavicw 
ttt 11, under the direction of 
parade marshall Gordon 
Ann SI long. Grandly 
decorated lloats, pretty 
majorettes, rousing bands, 
high-stepping marching 
iiitits, vintage cars and some 
miscellaneous entrants will 
he inehided in ihe en-
lime
the
.S/G//r ALONG THE 
PARADE ROUTE




Expert Service For All Appliances 
2388 Beacon Ave. 656-3422
askew Marine Sentices Ltd. 
656-1733 
at Westport Marina
General Boat Repairs 
and AAaintonanco
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PROGRAMM
RCMP IN FULL DRESS 






Sidney RCMP will 
wear full dress uniforms 
July 1, as they take part in 
the parade celebrating this 
year’s Sidney Days 
festivities.
Sergeant Alan Tomlins 
says two members marching 
in the parade will be the 
RCMP entry this year.
“We won’t have the 
usual riders of past years 
because we only have one 
qualified rider in the 
detachment right now and
he will be tied up July 1,” 
Tomlins says.
“We are assuming that 
we will have the honour of 
again leading the parade,’’ 
he said.
Department regulations 
forbid members from doing 
anything more colorful in 
the parade than marching.
Tomlins says the RCMP 
will be helping start the 
Rowing Review as well as 
intensifying patrols over the 
Canada Day holiday.
ROTARY FAMILY GAMES
Games for the whole 
family will be going all 
afternoon thanks to the 
Sidney Rotary Club.
Crown and anchor 
wheels, over-under, a
panda pitch, a glass pitch 
and a fishpond for the kids 
will all be part of the day’s 
activities.
Proceeds from the games 
will go to the Rotary.
GAFF RIGGERS SAIL PAST
The Gaff Riggers will be 
out for the rowing review 
-for a sail past during the
ROSEMARIE’S DELICATESSEN
AND
SIDNEY CHOCOLATES & CANDIES 
All the best on Sidney Day!
Meats, cheeses and assorted sweets 
2521 Beacon Ave. 656-2514
BEST WISHES TO
ALL SIDNEY DAY
Tropical Plants Fresh Cut Flowers
Wedding Specialists






2474 Beacon Ave. 656-4814
unlimited class competition 
at 11 a.m.
After breaking for 
refreshments, the gaffers 
will race to Bedwell Har­
bour, the first boat an­
choring off the rock face 
will be the winner.
Once there, the crews will 




Continuous dancing with 
Grand Slam and Norm 
Watson’s Woodshed will be 
the fare at the Kinsmen’s 
Sidney Day Dance.
The dance will be held on 
Wednesday, June 30th 
from 8:30 until 2 a.m. at 
Sanscha Hall, decorated for 
the occasion in Canada Day 
colours of red and white.
Tickets are $4 per person 
and can be purchased from 
a number of Sidney mer­
chants with some available 
al the door.
Kinsmen are hoping to 
have pi/./,a to serve at the 
gala event along with bar 
facilities to wash it down.
All the Best on All Sidney Day 
from
Sidney and VcPUei^
THE "STAR WEEKLY" SIGN













"Come In and Have A Fit"
Your Family Shoe Store
o Joyce o Kaufman
9 Savage o North Star
® Jarman m Clark's
® Greg Hush Puppies • Hand Bags
e Tender Tootsies m Harvey Woods Hose
Q Bonnie Stuart Orthopedic
‘il,V' "!'■' i w'I''’ ■''r’;:'" Jr
,h % 11 infill .f'
SHOES
2475 Beacon 656-4724
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NEW PARADE MARSHALL, NEW ROUTE]
To Miss Resthaven Construction
Parade marshall for this 
year’s Sidney Days parade 
is Gordon Armstrong, a 
new Sidney resident.
Armstrong says the 
parade route has been 
changed to accommodate 
construction on Resthaven 
Drive.
The parade is scheduled 
to begin at 11 a.m. but 
entrants are requested to be 
at the marshalling area of 
Fifth Street and Malaview 
Avenue before 9 a.m.
The parade will proceed 
from the staging area south 
along Third Street then west 
along Beacon Avenue and 
then north on Seventh 
Street and east on Henry 
Avenue. And ending by 
heading north on 
Resethaven Avenue.
Judges will be located on 
the roof of the fire hall 
watching the parade as it 
proceeds south along Third 
Street.
Judging categories in­
clude floats, majorettes, 
bands, marching units, 
vintage cars and a 
miscellaneous category. 
Odds and ends like cyclists 
and clowns will be included 
in the rhiscellaneous 
bracket.
Marching units were 
separated from majorettes 
this year because of the 
volume of majorettes
Hope You're Getting 
Enough!
FUN AT SIDNEY DAY
T. G. Tue & Son(?) 
SHIPWRIGHT
taking part in the parade 
and because of the dif­
ference in styles used by 
these two groups.
To date there are 10 
floats, seven majorette 
groups, three bands, three
CUBS CLAM
The cubs and scouts will 
be hosting a clam chowder 
booth starting at noon and 
continuing for the af-
marching units and 12| 
vintage cars entered in thel 
Sidney Day Parade.
More entries are expectec 
and will be welcomed by the 
parade committee.
CHOWDER
ternoon during Sidney Day.
The boys’ parents will be 
serving the hot chowder.
Congratulations to ALL SIDNEY DAY!
9807 FIRH STREET, SIDNEY, B.C. 
656-3111
SERVING SIDNEY
CENTRAL SAANICH NORTH SAANICH
Irpnltunnli
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Bay /' 
Vancouver Island ^ 
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Good Luck to all on Sidney Day!
JUNE SPECIAL
FRESH FRUIT COCKTAIL 
SALAD BAR
STEAK and Whole Baby Atlantic LOBSTER
f R[ SH VCGETABUS AND SMALL ROAST POIAIOES





EVERY SUNDAY 11 sSO a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Don't bo disappointed. Rosorvo oorly
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Wraasure, 077 
Hunt -Si
■ ' A '
■
77/
Divers Hunt (For Hidden Treasure
Sidney’s second un­
derwater treasure hunt will 
take place in Sidney 
Harbour, July 1st.
Sponsored by Rimpac 
Divers, the hunt is for a 
bottle with a treasure map
in it. The diver who finds it 
and follows the map will 
find a treasure chest filled 
with loot.
There will also be small 
discs scattered about the 




Ready Mix Concrete 
Building Supplies & Hardware 
Farm & Industrial Equipment 
Pumps & Irrigation 





and Good Wishes to all 
at ALL SIDNEY DAY
the hunt, the finders will be 
eligible for the lucky draw 
for prizes.
Prizes will include cash, 
diving equipment, and 
other prizes donated by 
Sidney merchants.
Registration is at 9 





Mitchell and Anderson 
Lumber Co. Ltd.








Randy Aubic is co­
ordinator of the children’s 
races and mini-olympics 
scheduled for Sanscha 
grounds during Sidney Day, 
July Ist.
Aubic says age categories 
for the ftm races will range 
from pre-school to a Hand 
over class. Races and games 
will include three-legged 
races, plus sack and egg and 
spoon races.
'fhe mini-olympies for 
adults ineliide smoch races 
where two men and a 
woman strap a collective 
pair of two hy fours to their 
feet and try and manoeuvre 
an obstacle course. Otlter 
contests will include ladies’ 








Wide Open Every Night Till 9 P.M. 
Sat. & Sun. rill 7 P.M.




















Tea, Coffee & Soft Drinks Available
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I PROGRAM OF EVENTS I
I 1
1 WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30th '
} 8:30 P.M. to 2:00 A.M, — Kinsmen Dance - j
I Sanscha Hall. Two bands: “Grand Slam” & i
! “Woodshed” !
THURSDAY, JULY 1st 







— Great Sidney Rowing Review - 
Sidney Wharf
— Underwater Treasure Hunt - 
Sidney Wharf
— Men’s Softball Tournament - 
Sanscha Grounds
— Sidney Day Parade - Downtown 
Beacon
SANSCHA GROUNDS
— Kinsmen Bar-B-Que Salmon
— Kinsmen Bavarian Gardens
— Qam Chowder - Com on the 
Cob - Hamburgers
— Rotary Midway
1:00 P.M. — Bingo - Kiwanis & Sanscha Hall 
Committee
1:15 P.M. — Opening Ceremonies - 
M.C. Gordie Tupper
1:30 P.M. -— Parade Trophy Presentation
— Kids’ Races Start
2:00 P.M. -— Amateur Talent Presentation
2:30 P.M. -— Mini Olympics
3:00 P.M. -— Silvertones
3:30 P.M. -— Tony Eng’s Magic Act
7:00 P.M. — S.T.A.G. Dance - Band:
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AL
HAPPY SIDNEY DAY 
to all from
SIDNEY GLASS
WE’RE MOVING AUGUST 1st to




















and Saanich Peninsula Properties Ltd.
/ / II/I II I
I
O V. ss ^X»
THE CREW OF H.M.C.S. ORIOLE 
PREPARING FOR GREAT SID­
NEY ROWING REVIEW PUBLIC 
DISPLA Y, WHICH HIGH-
LIGHTED LAST YEAR'S 
RACE. ORIOLE IS THE LARGEST 
SAILING VESSEL ON CANADA S 
WFST COAST.
BINGO
Bingo will be happening 
inside the Sanseha Mall for 
Ihose who want to take a 
ehanee and have a good 
lime during Sidney Day.
Last year was the first 
time bingo was part of 
Sidney Day, but Judging 
from its past siieeess, it 
promises to be an enjoyable 
event.
The Kiwanis Club is 
looking afler the games 
whieh will be going from 2 
to 4 p.m.
Cards are 2.S eents eaeh 
and eash prizes will be 
offered. Proeeeds will be 
shared between the Sanseha 
building fund and the 
Kiwanis marehing band.
BEST WISHES FROM 
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PARADE ENTRIES 
MAINTAIN PAST GLITTER
Ten Floats Entered To Date
The Sidney Day parade 
this year will feature 10 
floats, seven majorettes, 
three bands, three marching 
units, 12 vintage cars and 
miscellaneous entries.
The route of the parade 
has been changed this year 
to avoid road construction 
on Resthaven Avenue but 
all the glitter of years past 
and the desire to impress 
parade judges will abound.
The 11 a.m. parade will 
feature a Saanich municipal 
float built by students of 
Claremont secondary 
school. The 40 foot 
structure has as its theme 70 
years of educational 
progress.
Half of the float displays 
an old school house scene 
complete with a desk from 
the old Prospect Lake
school, a teacher sitting at a 
pedestal desk and pupils 
appropriately dressed.
The contrasting portion 
of the display shows a 
modern dome type school 
with electronic teaching 
devices.
The Victoria Vintage Car 
club will also join the 
procession with 10 old cars 
including a couple of 
Model A’s and some 
touring cars.
Graham Verly will be 
driving his Model A along 
the route while Ted and 
Marie Stauffer will show 
their 1952 Packard.
The Saanich Historical 
Artifacts Society will be 
entering their float which 
features a steam engine 
surrounded by a fence made 






towed by a pick-up.
This float was entered in 
the May 24th, Victoria 
parade.
Island Furniture Mart is 
also entering a float but at 
this point have not decided 
exactly what form it will 
take.
North Saanich and 
Central Saanich volunteer 
fire departments will be 
along with trucks and 
ambulances as well as the 
City of Victoria May Queen 
float.
Sidney Glass is entering a 
float which features a bug 
house made of screen that | 
protects the lemonade 
sipping occupants from 
seven children dressed as 
bugs trying to get in.
CJVl will enter the 
country caravan, Sidney 
Little League is parading a 
half ton truck loaded with 
kids and STAG will enter a 




All the Best for Sidney Day, 1976
Cornish’s 
Book & Stationery 
Ltd.
BEST WISHES 
FROM ALL OF US 
at the
BARGAIN HOUSE
OPEN EVERY DAY 
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
2410 Beacon Ave. 656-2931
Congratulations to all on Sidney Day .
Thorne - Lennon 
Electric Ltd.
9813 - 3rd St. 656-2945
Majorettes entered to 
date include South Van Isle 
Drums, Esquimau Legion 
Drum and Baton, Victoria 
Bluebirds, Sidney Kinsmen 
Twirlers and drums. West 
Coast Baton and Drum 
Corps and Esquimau 
Saanich Lionettes Baton.
Bands entered in the .Inly 
1st parade are Sidney 
Cadets Marchers and Band 
and the Legion .. Pipe Band.
Marching units include 
ilic .lani/.arics marclters, 
Malaliat Marauders and llie 
Royal Canadian i.egion.
Entered in the 
iniscellancous category arc 
the Harliqiiin Dog Club 
with dogs tind a truck plus 
Douglas Karlland with four 
go-karts tind STAG walking 
and cycling.
Parade officials expect 
more entries and trophies 
will he awarded lo the best 






ALL THE BEST for
ftLL SIDNEY DAY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon. to Sat. 9:00 A.M.-9:30 P.M. 










Your Sidney Home Entertainment Centre
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012
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Winners in the annual 
Sidney Day parade on July 
1st will receive trophies for 
their efforts.
Passing the fire hall on 
Third Street will be the 
critical time for the en­
trants, as the judges will be 
located there and keeping a 
sharp eye on the con­
tenders, evaluating each on 
appearance, dress or 
performance, depending on 
the category.
The trophies will be 
presented after the opening 
speeches.







General Automotive Repair and Maintenance
FLINT MOTORS LTD.
A CREWMEMBER OF THE NAVY WHALER 
TEAM, ENTERED IN LAST YEAR’S GREAT 
SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW, ENJOYS HIS 
ROWING RACE.
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
PRE-SCHOOL YOUNGSTERS 
PRACTICING RACING FORMAT 
SANSCHA GROUNDS RECENT! Y
IN PREPARATION FOR SIDNEY 
DA Y CHILDREN'S EVENTS.
GOOD LUCK ON ANOTHER 
SUCCESSFUL ALL SIDNEY DAY 
and Remember to help Mom 
Celebrate too!




JUST UP FROM BEACON ST. STOP LIGHT A SIDNEY DAY BAND MEMBER ENJOYING HIS ROLE DURING LAST YEAR'S 
FESTIVITIES.
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THE ASSORTED DING DONGS OF 
H.P. SAUCE, A PERENNIAL 
FAVOURITE IN THE GREAT 
SIDNEY ROWING REVIEW, 
DISPLAYING THE MAG­
NIFICENT FORM AND 
OUTBOARD ENGINE WHICH 
WHIZZES THE ENTRY AROUND 
THE COURSE EA CH YEAR.
BEER GARDEN
One of the popular at- 
Iraclions of the Sidney Da> 
celebration is the BavarianI 
Gardens organized by the 
Kinsmen Club.
This year, the gardens! 
will be open at noon andi 
continue throughout thel 










Wraps Up The Day
The final event of Sidney 
Day will be a dance 
sponsored by STAG at the 
Sanscha Hall, from 7:30 
p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
The dance is held an­
nually and admission is 
free.
“Lightening Express” 
will provide the music for 
the 13 to 18 year olds in­
vited to attend.
The dance will be 
chaperoned and no liquor 
will be allowed. For 
refreshments, there will be a 
concession serving ham 
burgers and soft drinks.
STAG is also running a 




The final playoffs for the 
Senior Men’s Softball 
League will begin at 9:30 
a.m. at the Sanscha Hall 
grounds, July 1st.
The tournament will start 
on June 24, with the six 
teams, Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods, Sidney Hotel, 
Travelodge, KOA, Victoria 
Chiefs, and Seabord 
Construction, vying for a 
chance at the trophy.
The winning team will be 
declared after the final 
game on Thursday at either 
3 p.m. or 6:30 p.m.,
depending on the scores.
The Senior Men’s League 
is part of the Sidney Sof­
tball Association.






Trucks And Ambulance 
Add Colour To Parade
Best Wishes 
to the
Town of Sidney 
on
Sidney Day 1976
921 Yates St. 386-7594
DAVE'S CHEVRON SERVICE
The Sidney Volunteer 
Fire departmenl will again 
add colour and excitement 
to the annual Sidney Day 
parade scheduled for July 
1st.
Ton men, two fire trucks 
and an ambulance are 
tentatively scheduled to 
take part in the festivities, 
Fire Chief Hugh l.oney 
says.
In years past the 
deiiartment has passed out
candies to children along 
the route but Chief Loncy 
says no definite plans have 
been finalized as yet for this 
year.
“In past years we have 
also arranged for some 
children to ride on the 
trucks with us along the 
route,” he said.
Last year the little 
letigiiers were the litcky 
riders.
Dave Smith
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FURNITURE - MAJOR APPLIANCES 
CARPETS DRAPES - T.V. - STEREO
9842 - 3rd ST., SIDNEY, B.C. 
656-3724 or 656-3032 
Easy Terms Free Delivery
FAMILY SHOPPING CENTRE
The crew of the whaler 
JOSHUA PERLMUTTER is 
already hard at work training 
for the Fifth Annual Great 
Sidney Rowing Review which 
will take place on All Sidney 
Day, July 1st,
An entry form for this 
pulling boat regatta is on page 
five. More forms or additional 
information may be ob­
tains by telephoning 656- 
1151. Forms should be ad­
dressed to P.O. Box 2193, 
Sidney, B.C. attention of 
‘ROWING REVIEW 
COMMITTEE’.
They may also be dropped 
off at the Third Street office of 
The Sidney Review.
\ The following is a list of 
I classes and other information 
1 pertaining to the race itself:
BEST WISHES 
TO ALL AT 
ALL SIDNEY DAY
Come In and Get Acquainted 
with MACLEODS LOW PRICES
UNLIMITED CLASS
a) All shells, wherries and 
similar craft and all craft 
sliding seats (regardless of 
length).
b) all other boats seventeen 
feet and ever.
Boats in this class will cover a 
four mile course from the 
Beacon Avenue Wharf around 
Fernie Island and return.








Includes all craft over twelve 
feel in Icrigth and under 
seventeen.
Prizes will be awarded to the 





Serving the Saanich Peninsula 
with the Best in Lumber 
A Complete Building Service
CASHWAY LUAABER
9764 5th St. SIDNEY 656-1125
L
a) Entry with two or more 
crew.
b) Entry with single crew. 
Boats in this class will cover
a four mile course from the 
Beacon Avenue Wharf around 
Ecrnic Island and return. 
Starting time will be 10:15 a.m.
TWELVE FOOT 
CLASS
Includes all craft over nine 
feet in length and under 
twelve. Prizes awarded in two 
sub-classes:
a) Entry with two or more 
crew.
b) Entry with single crew.
Boats in this class will cover
a three mile course from the 
Beacon Avenue Wharf around 
Kcr Island and return. Starting 
time will be 10:00 a.m.
NINE FOOT CLASS
Includes all craft under nine 
feet in length. Prizes awarded 
in eight sub-classes:
a) One prize each to the 
leading male and female en­
trant twelve years of age and 
under.
b) One prize each ot the 
leading male and female en­
trant 13-15 years of age in­
clusive.
c) One prize each to the 
leading male and female en­
trant 16-59 years of age in­
clusive.
d) One prize each to the 
leading male and female en­
trant sixty years of age and 
over.
Boats in this class will cover 
la two mile course from the 
Beacon Avenue Wharf around 
Roberts Point beacon and 
return. Starting time will be 
9:30 a.m.
CANOE CLASS
Includes all canoes, 
regardless of length or number 
of crow. Canoes will cover the 
same course as tlic twelve foot 
rowing class. Starting time will 
be 10:00 a.m.
oarsmen would be $6.00) All 
crew members must sign the 
entry form and a parent or 
guardian must sign for en­
trants eighteen years of age 
and under. In case of can­
cellation of the event due to 
bad weather, refund of entry 
. fees will be made on presen­
tation of official receipts only. 
EARLY ENTRY IS 
RECOMMENDED the total 
number of entries may be 
limited.
OTHER A WARDS
Special prizes will be 
awarded to the oldest and 
youngest entranis to complete 
the course. Other special prizes 
tiiay be awarded, as well, in 
eases wltere the jitdges consider 
tltcy liave been deserved,
ENTRY FEES
Entry foe is $2,00 per crew 
member, (i.e. entry fee for a 
boat witli a heltnstnati tittd two
BAD WEATHER
In case of inclement weather 
the event will be cancelled.
INSPECTION
All craft must be presented 
for inspection and 
measurement no later than 
9:00 a.m. August 2, 1976.
a) Mixed male and female 
crews will be considered male 
crews for prize giving pur­
poses.
b) All courses must be 
covered in a clock-wise
\ direction.
c) In most cases, the age 
group of a crew of two or more 
(for the nine foot class) will be 
established by averaging the 
ages of the crew members (see 
note below).
d) Government approved 
life jackets must be carried for 
each crew member.
c) Tlic forward oarsman in 
each craft must wear the 
vessel’s entry number clearly 
displayed on his back.
0 With the exception of a 
helmsman, all crew members 
must power at least one oar, 
(i.e. spare crew members arc 
not allowed). There is, 
however, no limit to the 
number of men or women that 
may pull a single oar.
g) Any craft which rams 
another, or resorts to use of 
cannon or other weapons of 
■ naval warfare in order to gain 
advantage, is subject to 
disqualification.
li) Tire use of whips to 
encourage crew memhers is 
frowned upon. NOTE; Tlic 
judges reserve the right in all 
eireumstances to deviate from 
tlie established rules, to freely 
interpret the regttlnlions, and 
to otlicrwise rule on matters 
pertaiiiitig to tlie nice in order 
to retain an inhereni fairticss in 
tlie event.
Contestants arc remiiKlctl 
the wintiing is not tlie essence 
of tlie Great Sidney Rowing 
Reviciw, It is intemlod, rather, 
to promote old-fasliioneci 
sportsmaiiship and pliysieal 
fitness,






The authentic Indian 
salmon bar-b-que will 
feature the same delicious 
fresh salmon as last year, 
but this year, the Kinsmen 
organizers are providing 
picnic tables to make the 
feast rnore comfortable for 
hungry visitors 
The salmon bake will be 
prepared by the Under­
woods of the Tsawout 
band, and there will be 
salads and rolls to com­
plement the meal.
The salmon will be 
available throughout the 
afternoon and everyone is 
invited to come and sit 
down and enjoy it.
Feast For All
The Lion’s Pancake 
Breakfast will be a pleasant 
start to Sidney Day, July 
1st.
About 25 tables and 
chairs will be set up at the 
Beacon Plaza Mall from 8 
a.m. until noon with tea 
and coffee and soft drinks 
for the kids to wash 
down all the pancakes you 
can eat.
All this for only $1.50 for 
1 adults and $1.00 for 
children.
The proceeds from this 




It’s Going To Be Great
Gordie Tapper Sidney Day\ 
Master Of Ceremonies
Music and entertainment 
and lots of fun will be 
featured in the stage show 
at Sidney Day.
Tony Eng will start the 
show at 1:30 p.m. with his 
magic act, followed by a 
local talent presentation.
Providing the
background music will be 
the “Silver Tones’’, playing 
piano, drums and trumpet. 
The musicians will be 
encouraging members of 
the audience to muster up 
their courage and sing 
along.
The official opening 
ceremonies of the day will | 
begin at 1:15 following the 
parade.
Mayors from the three 
municipalities, Jean Butler 
of Central Saanich, Paul 
Grieve of North Saanich, 
and Peter Malcolm of 
Sidney, will be joined by 
Donald Munro, Esquimalt- 
Saanich MP, for welcoming 
speeches.
This year Sidney Day is 
fortunate to have CKDA’s 
Gordie Tapper as master ol| 
ceremonies. Gordie will be 
presenting the parad< 
trophies at the opening| 
ceremonies for the si> 
categories; floats,! 
majorettes, bands, mar-1 
ching units, vintage cars! 




BEST WISHES ON SIDNEY DAY
JQ.
®ubor House (Sift ^Itoppe
Jade Jewelry - China Sets - Figurines-Crystal 
Belleek - Souvenirs - Local Handcrafts 
COME AND BROWSE
2529 BEACON AVENUE, SIDNEY 656-3232
Ki
Ri
CORN ON THE COB IS ONE OF THE STAPLES 
OF SIDNEY DAY, THIS YEAR SUPPLIED BY 




wishes eveiyone a 





SIDNEY, B.C. .CANADA 
V8L 2X3
We Extend our Best Wishes 
to all at Sidney Day from
RUST’S JEWELLERS
2443 Beacon Ave. - Sidney 656-2532
Rimpac Divers Ltd. welcomes you to enjoy All Sidney Day.
You are invited to visit the greatest Dive Shop in the heart 
of the greatest diving town in B.C.
Divintj Eqtiii)nu>nt, Suits Diviuq Instructiot) 
Caniprossnrs. Inflntnhlo Souts, Comiuorcinl Diving 
Chiirtor Trips, Equipmont Ropnirs,
OPEN 9:00A.AA. ■ 6;00P.J\A.
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